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A theoretical framework called "journalistic
perspective" is constructed to examine the making of
Legislative Council election news and to determine what sort
of election reality is so constructed.
The proposed journalistic perspective consists of
four major components-- the political lens, economic lens,
structural lens, and professional lens... It refers to
journalists' institutionalized way of looking at news
happenings with combined consideration of perceived
political, economic, structural and professional constraints
in their newsrooms.
Findings of this study support that election news is
manufactured through the filtering of the four lenses.
Through newsroom socialization and policy governing, the
journalistic perspective is deeply embedded in the taken-
for-grantedness of journalists' daily newswork.
This study observes that the election reality
constructed through the journalistic perspective is
incomplete, fragmentary, superficial, and is characterized
by the support of the powerful and the status quo. This
study also finds that the nature of the press varies with
the strength of the components of the perspective.
Journalists of the leftist press and the rightist press put
more stress on the political lens, while journalists of the
elite commercial press and the popular commercial press lay
2more emphasis on the economic lens. In addition,
journalists with the elite press, highly concerned with
prestige, attach more attention to the professional lens.
Journalists of the rightist paper (Hong Kong Times), due to
manpower and resource shortage, rely heavily on the
structural lens to make news decisions.
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Newsmaking literature in the West is considerably rich.
In Hong Kong, however, the study of newsmaking is still in
its infant stage. Recently, there have been several
attempts, including the study by Lee (1981) on the press
treatment of the 1967 riots, the study by Chan (1981) on
journalistic paradigm on civil protest, the study by So
(1982) on the treatment of government news, and the study by
Wong (1984) on the news of the 1997 issue. These studies
contribute in various ways to the understanding of the local
newsmaking mechanism.
But, local literature on election newsamking is nearly
non-existent. In fact, apart from those small-scale Urban
Council elections in the past, Hong Kong had held no public
election until 1982. Since election has been introduced to
this colonial city for such a short time, it is no surprise
that the study of election news has all along been a barren.
desert in Hong Kong.
Numerous mass media studies on election- have been
conducted in the West. However, with the exception of
Timothy Crouse's The Boys on the Bus", most focus only on
2analysing the election coverage, with an overwhelming
attention on the biases in news. (Chu, 1985). The
production process of election news has long been neglected
by researchers. In Hong Kong, a small group of
communication students has made an initial attempt on
studying the 1985 District Board Election (So, Tsang, Fung
and Lo, 1985). Like their Western counterparts, they are
also interested in the newspaper coverage of the election.
The aim of this study, therefore, is to examine the
making of election news. The emphasis is on the newsmaking
process, with special concern about how' the newsmaking
mechanism influences the construction of election reality.
The first Legislative Council Election held in 1985 in Hong
Kong is chosen as a case for examination.
The researcher proposes that the political and economic
logic of the news organizations, the structural routines of
newsgathering, and the professional standard of journalism
promote a combined perspective on the making of the local
election news. It is through this journalistic perspective
that journalists make news selections. It is like seeing.
things through filter lenses, picking those perceived to--be
suitable for presentation. As a result, the election news
coverage is only a constructed reality rather than the
real election itself.
Although this study only focuses on the newsmaking of
local election, this researcher hopes to gain insights about
newsmaking in Hong Kong in general. In other words, the
proposed journalistic perspective may account for the
making of election news and the manufacturing of other news
3as well.
The Legislative Council Election on September 26, 1985,
has been described as a first step towards democratization
in Hong Kong. It is a history-making election. Campaign
activities lasted for six months before the Election Day.
The election is. chosen as a case for newsmaking study for
the following reasons:
(1) As a historic event heavily covered by the media, it
makes comprehensive comparison possible.
(2) Many news stories have been generated in a prolonged
period. News selection is not only inevitable but also
essential. Thus, examination on varied forms of story
selection and treatment will provide useful materials
for analyzing the newsmaking process.
(3) It is a political issue but with a moderate nature. The
political variable operates, but not in a dominating
way. Other variables are also existent for examination.
1 .2 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into nine chapters.
The first chapter outlines the objectives of the study.
The second chapter is an introduction to the
Legislative Council Election and its political background.
The third chapter discusses the analytical framework
with reference to its interpretive sociological root. It is
an attempt to construct a journalistic perspective" on
newsmaking.
Chapter 4 provides a detailed presentation of research
4methods.
From Chapter 5 to Chapter 8, the political, economic,
structural, and professional considerations on newsmaking,
labelled respectively as the political lens, economic
lens", structural lens", and professional lens are
examined. Findings on election coverage are also presented.
Chapter 9 concludes the findings in relation to the
theoretical model of the study. Some implications are also
discussed.
5CHAPTER 2
THE FIRST LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ELECTION IN
POLITICAL UNCERTAINTY
Hong Kong is a colonial city-state under British
sovereignty and administration for more than one hundred and
forty years (King, 1975:35). Except in the Second World
War, Hong Kong has enjoyed high political stability. This
political stability, however, refers not to the
establishment of an integrated political system which allows
for popular political. participation but an absence of
political conflicts and violence (Lau, 1982:1). Hong Kong's
political realm was rather static in the past several
decades in spite of its rapid economic growth and
urbanization.
Hoadley (1973:616) attributes this miracle to the
separation of politics from economics. King (1975) explains
it with his concept of administrative absorption. Lau
(1982) approaches the wonder by conceptualizing Hong Kong as
a minimally-integrated social-political system. Whatever
the theories may be, Hong Kong is a unique colony of
prosperity and stability.
However, with the uproar of the 1997 issue and the
introduction of the further development of a representative
government, waves are being made in the local political
6scene. Since the conclusion of the Sino-l3ritisn negoziaiioi
in 1984, Hong Kong has entered a period of transition. ThE
prospect of China's taking over of the colony is no longer
distant threat but an imminent reality. Meanwhile, the Hong
Kong government has suddenly reversed its long standinj
policy of inaction and is proposing to install thl
institutions of democracy with most unusual haste
Political development has been accelerated and is far fro
being concluded. Lau describes the situation as follows:
Never before in the history of Hong Kong
is the, political scene so muddled that
statements about its future can hardly be made
with certitude. The scheduled transfer of
sovereignty to China has fundamentally changed
the internal and external environment of Hong
Kong's political system (Lau, 1985:23).
2.1 One Country-Two Systems
From 1843 to 1898, various parts of Hong Kong were
ceded to the British by the Manchu government through a
number of unequal treaties. Legally, the New Territories is
due for return to China in 1997. For this sake, Sino-
British talks on the future of Hong Kong were conducted
between 1982 and 1984. In less than the anticipated time
for hard bargaining, the British negotiators conceded
sovereignty, and the Chinese government announced a one
country-two systems solution. On September 26, 1984, the
representatives of the governments of China and the United
Kingdom formally signed a Joint Declaration defining the
7terms under which China will absorb Hong Kong into its
national boundary as a Special Administrative Region.
The. Joint Declaration ensures the maintenance of
Hongkong's existing capitalist system beyond 1997. From the
Chinese government's view, the concept of one country-two
systems realizes the possibility of a separate political
entity on the southern edge of China and offers the people
of Hong Kong an almost completely autonomous region
(Davies,1984).
An Unofficial Members of the Executive and Legislative
Councils Office (UMELCO) report states that the majority of
the people of Hong Kong are satisfied with the Draft
Agreement. However, it admits that some concerns have been
raised, such as the anxiety about possible interference from
the Chinese Government, the conscription in the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, and the. faithful
implementation of the Agreement and the policies of future
Chinese political leaders (UMELCO Annual Report, 1984:61).
Apparently, the Hong Kong people cast serious doubts on
the Chinese brand of politics--- highly unpredictable,
inconsistent, and, at times, explosive. What worries them
most, in Young's words, is the volatile nature of Chinese
promises (Young, 1985:109).
Young criticizes that in the Agreement the terms on
Hong Kong's future polity are hazy. He points out that
the most important section of the Agreement is the weakest.
What is.lacking is an in-depth discussion on how to provide
a meaningful political framework to safeguard all those
essentials (Young, 1985:105).
8Young's critique is well-grounded. The Agreement does
guarantee that the territory's government would enjoy a
high degree of autonomy, and that its legislature would be
constituted by elections (A Draft Agreement on the Future
of Hong Kong, 1984). What form those elections would take,
however, remains unstated.
In anticipation of its eventual loss of sovereignty
over the colony, the British Hong Kong government has
stepped up its program of political reform by starting from
the local level (Lau and Kuan, 1985).. Two district
elections were held in 1982 and another territory-wide
district board election was held in early 1985. In late
1984, the government announced its plan for the further
development of representative government, with indirect
elections to the Legco in September, 1985, as an initial
step.
From the view of Miners (1985:10), the main reason for
the. government's change of mind on the political reform
issue is the fear that, if the existing structure of,
government remains unchanged until 1997, there will be..no
barrier to prevent China from exercising total control over
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region thereafter.
Thus, it is hoped that representative institutions can be
developed during the next twelve years so as to enable the
Hong Kong people to express their own political preferences
and resist external interference to the maximum extent
possible.
In the past 88 years the institutions of the centra:
government in Hong Kong have remained substantia113
9unchanged. Political reforms were proposed in the fifties
and the sixties. For examples, the Young Plan and the
Dickinson Report were proposed and rejected (Cheung and
Lo, 1984). Therefore, the expectation to bring the
government closer to the people through the plan of
representative government speaks only a small part of the
truth. In fact, the Hong Kong government shares the same
worry of the Hong Kong people towards the Chinese take-over.
2 .2 Green Paper and White Paper
With the forthcoming Chinese take-over in mind, the
Hong Kong government began to prepare power transference in
1984. A UMELCO report explains the move to representative
government in the following words:
Given that Hong Kong will be a Special
Administrative Region within China after
1997, with an elected legislature enjoying a
high degree of autonomy, it is essential that
a government structure consisting largely of
local people is in place and in proper
working order well before 1997. It is
therefore necessary to move to a more
representative form of government,
transferring the powers of the
present colonial government to the elected
representatives of the people of Hong Kong
(UMELCO Annual Report,1984:62).
In this spirit, the Hong Kong government published a
10
Green Paper entitled The Further Development of
Representative Government in Hong Kong on July 18, 1984,
right before the concluding talk of the Sino-British
negotiations. According to the Green Paper, the aim of the
reform is to develop progressively a system of government
the authority for which is firmly rooted in Hong Kong, and
more directly accountable to the people of Hong Kong (Green
Paper, 1984:4).
The main suggestion of the Green Paper is to introduce
indirect elections to the Legislative Council (Note 1)
through electoral colleges and functional constituencies.
Other minor proposals include: (1) The majority of appointed
unofficial members of Executive Council (Note 2) should be
replaced progressively by members elected by the unofficial
members of the Legislative Council (2) In due course the
Governor should be replaced as President of the Legislative
Council by a Presiding Officer elected by the unofficial
members of the Legislative Council from among their own
numbers.
Reaction to the Green Paper from the People's Republic
of China (PRC) and the pro-PRC press was somewhat
ambivalent. China seemed to be upset at not being
consulted. Asked by reporters to comment on the paper, one
high-ranking Chinese official warned, The plan of
representative government is devised by the British, we
(China) will hold no responsibility for it.
After a period of consultation, the White Paper was
published on November 21, 1984, following the signing of-the
Draft Sino-British Agreement on the Future of Hong Kong. In
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light of China's reservation on political change, the Hong
Kong government adopted a more cautious approach towards the
reform. The first chapter of the White Paper states, In
preparing this paper the Government has recognized the need
to keep in mind the provisions of the Draft Agreement on the
Future of Hong Kong, and the plans have been framed
accordingly (White Paper, 1984:4). In other words, the
Chinese government's view on the reform process has been
acknowledged prominently in the words of the White Paper.
According to the White Paper, 24 members of the
Legislative Council are elected and 22 appointed directly by
the Governor. Of the 24 elected members, 12 members are
returned by an electoral college consisting of 10
geographically-defined constituencies made up of members of
the Urban Council and the Regional Council respectively
(Table 2.1). The remaining 12 are returned through nine
functional constituencies, each representing a major sector
of the community having common social, economic and
occupational interests (Table 2.2). The number of official
members is reduced to 10 in the new line-up, thus bringing
the total membership of Legco to 56. The Legco indirect
elections are fixed to take place in September, 1985.
Direct election is ruled out in the White Paper on the
ground that too rapid progress towards direct elections
could place the future stability and prosperity of Hong Kong
in jeopardy.
In contrast with the Green Paper, the White Paper does
not propose to make any changes affecting the Executive
Council in the near future. Another proposal which suggests
12
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2All Registered Employee Trade4. Labour
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15. Social Services Hong Kong Council of Social
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1statutory list, as well as8. Legal





the Governor should be replaced as President of the Legco is
.also put off. It is reported that the general view favours
making no significant changes in the position of the
Governor during the next few years.
All these indicate that the White Paper is very
conservative. Mrs.. Selina Chow, an outspoken appointed
Legco member, even criticised the White Paper for failing to
give a complete view of the overall thinking to the
progression' and destination of governmental development.
She added that a number of key issues such.as the ultimate
form of election and the fate of the appointment system were
left unanswered (UMELCO Annual Report, 1985:4).
In fact, the reform program has made no long-term
commitments. Lau observes that maybe long-term measures
cannot be established without the involvement of the Chinese
government and in a time of economic and political
uncertainties (Lau, 1985:36).
2 .3 Legislative Council Election in Political Dilemmas
The Legislative Council Election put forward by the
Green Paper and the White Paper is part of the device of the
political reform in Hong Kong. The indirect election to the
Legislative Council is well recognized as an initial step of
the plan of further development of representative
government. As mentioned above, the election was carried
out in a .time of uncertainty. The officials in China,
Britain and Hong Kong had not yet come up with a detailed
blueprint for the future political system in Hong Kong.
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At the time of election, Hong Kong had already entered
the twelve-year transition period. The increasing
prominence of China in the local political scene and the
eclipse of the authority of the existing government became a
disturbing phenomenon. The power equilibrium was upset.
With British monopoly of power coming to an end, dualistic
power structures rapidly emerged (Lee and Chan, 1986:12).
Xinhua News Agency's Hong Kong Bureau, as China's local
official representative, rose to share power with the
colonial regime. The British authority faced unprecedented
challenge.
On the other hand, even before the Legco elections were
held, the Hong Kong government had been faced with a number
of political dilemmas (Lau, 1985):
(1) Most of the Hong Kong people are politically apathetic,
with a sense of political powerlessness and inefficacy.
There is no guarantee that effective leaders will appear
in sufficient number in the near future to meet the need
of the situation.
(2) While the need for political reform is perceived by the
British to be urgent, the time left to the colonial
government to consummate the reform is short.
(3) Hong Kong needs a powerful and effective government to
oversee the transition to 1997. But political reform in
the direction of democratization is essential to
buttress the eroded authority of the government.
(4) The democratic practice of one-man-one-vote is generally
accepted world-wide. But its sudden application to Hon€
Kong, a society where democracy has never beer
16
practised, is a very risky undertaking.
(5) The established sectors in society (capitalists and
professionals) would oppose "over-democratizaiton "and
they might even turn to the Chinese government, which
has agreed to maintain Hong Kong's capitalist system
intact, for protection."
(6) The interest and reactions of the Chinese government
carry heavy weight. If the political reform initiated
by the British is not favoured by China, the reform can
only be temporary and will be dismantled after 1997.
Among all these dilemmas, Lau considers China's
influence as the most important one faced by the British in
their attempt at political reform. In his view, any reform
measures which attempt to give-real and ultimate political
power to the Hong Kong people without the explicit
permission of the Chinese government would mean that the
British hand over only a nominal sovereignty to China in
1997, and this will not be allowed to take place by China.
2 4 Mna's Reaction to the Legislative Council Jleption
Michael Chugani, a prominent local journalist, comments
on the Chinese reaction to the Legco indirect elections by
saying:
China's representatives here in Hong
Kong viewed the indirect election with icy
indifference, breaking their silence only to
snap back that the elections were a British
exercise when asked to comment by reporters
17
(Chugani, 1986).
In fact, the leftists in Hong Kong were in an
embarrassing situation. They were suspicious of British
intentions and were hesitant in participating in a game
designed by the Hong Kong government. To totally withdraw
from the election was equally difficult. They were in the
same situation of the 1985 District Broad Election. In the
analysis of Lau and Kuan (1985), they were facing these
dilemmas: (1) to let power slip by was not palatable (2)
open opposition to the election would give the Hong Kong
People the impression that China and British were at odds
and that would be politically damaging (3) objection would
mean-that China's promise of autonomy with its democratic
undertones was only a flowery lie.
Without many alternatives to choose, they adopted the
same strategy which had been developed in the last district
board election. On the one hand, the leftists participated
in the election in a small scale by supporting a few pro-PRC
candidates. On the other hand, they took a wait-and-see
attitude to follow up the reform issue. Overall, the
Chinese government tolerated the election though she did not
like it much. The term indifference used by Chugani may
be the appropriate word to describe the Chinese official
stand.
To sum up, the Legislative Council Election was held in
a muddled political context analysed above. Although the
Election itself is clearly defined, its political
implication is ambiguous. Since the direction of the
political reform is unclear, the Legco Election as an
18
initial step towards Hong Kong's democratization leads to
nowhere.
Notes:
1. The Executive Council: The Governor consults the
Executive Council in the execution of the powers and
authorities granted to him by Letters Patent, and acts on
its advice. As of October 29, 1985, the Executive Council
consisted of four ex-officio members, two official
members and 10 unofficial members, appointed by the
Governor.
2. The Legislative Council: It enacts legislation and
controls public expenditure. The Council consists of
three ex-officio members, 13 official members and 29




3.1 Eve da Life and Social Construction of Realit
The theoretical arguments developed in the following
chapters are within the boundary of the interpretive
paradigm, particularly related to the study of everyday life
and social construction of reality.
Interpretive sociology sees the social world as an
emergent social process which is created by the individuals
concerned (Burrell and Morgan, 1979). It is concerned about
the understanding of the essence of the everyday world at
the level of subjective experience. Philosophers and
sociologists in this, paradigm seek to understand the very
basis and source of social reality.
The Everyday World and the Natural Attitude
In On Multiple Realities, Schutz (1962) outlines the
basic phenomenological properties of the shared social
world. He points out that we experience many subuniverses,
including the world of the senses or of physical things, the
world of science, the world of dreams, and the world of
madness. He distinguishes the everyday world of the senses
from other multiple realities. He is particularly
20
interested in the everyday world because he identifies it as
the paramount reality.
From Schutz's point of view, rather than adopting an
attitude of doubt toward phenomena in the social world,
actors in the social world accept phenomena as given. He
calls the cognitive style that accepts the objective
existence of social phenomena the" natural attitude". This
term implies that we all take the existence of social
phenomena for granted, that we view them as givens, as being
naturally there. In Tuchman's words, the everyday world
is constituted in'its very taken-for-grantedness" (Tuchman,
1978:186).
Acknowledging his intellectual debt to Schutz,
Garfinkel is also firmly committed to an understanding of
the life-world (Giddens, 1976:36). Garfinkel (1967)
conducted a number of exploratory experiments on everyday
social interaction.. His findings indicated that his
students who acted as everyday experimenters found it
terribly difficult to challenge the routine rules of
interaction.
Following Schutz and Garfinkel, members in a social
context (whether it is an institution or a community) take
their everyday world as given and interact with each other
according to taken-for-granted assumptions, conventions, and
rules.
Organizational Socialization
Organizational socialization is the process by which an
individual, from both the individual and the organizational
21
perspective, becomes a part of the organization (Manning,
1970:239). It is one kind of secondary socialization
(Berger and Luckmann, 1967:158).
Following these notions, organizational socialization
is the internalization of institutional "sub-worlds." Some
education is considered necessary by Berger and Luckmann.
Their reasoning is that the reality accent of knowledge
internalized in primary socialization is given quasi-
automatically. In secondary socialization, it must be
reinforced by specific pedagogic techniques brought home to
the individual.
So, it is obvious for a newcomer to feel alien to the
organization which he has just entered. As Susanne Langer
(1951:238-239) notes, the nature of the assumed taken-f or-
granted feature of life is problematic to the newcomer. He
shares no common-understanding with other members in the
organization. How can a newcomer become a real member of
the organization and what kind of "training" should be
provided? Manning (1970) answers by denying any formal
training. He sees the process of organizational-
socialization as "talking and "becoming." In his view,
through organizational conversation and interaction, the
recruits will gradually accommodate to an orderly life in
the organization.
The Social Construction of Reality
Interpretive sociologists concentrate on the study of
ways in which social reality is meaningfully constructed and
ordered from the point of view of the actors directly
22
involved. Berger and Luckmann first proposed the term
social construction of reality". They noted:
Man is biologically predestined to
construct and to inhabit a world with
others. This world becomes for him the
dominant and definite reality. Its limits
are set by nature, but once constructed,
this world acts back upon nature. In the
dialectic between nature and the socially
constructed world the human organism itself
is transformed. In this same dialectic man
produces reality and thereby produces
himself (Berger and Luckmann, 1967:204).
The social world provides, norms that actors involve as
resources or constraints when they actively work to
accomplish their projects. Through this work, actors shape
the social world and its institutions as shared and
constructed phenomena.
Berger and Luckmann also stress how institutions
objectify social meanings. They suggest that social
meanings, constituted in social interactions, are
transformed into institutional and organizational rules and
procedures that may be used as resources to justify actions.
Accordingly, men live in a socially ordered world which they
subjectively regard as objectively existing. Garfinkel and
Sacks once remarked, This is not to say that the world is
not real rather it indicates the manner in which it is
real. The member's sense that he lives in a real world
shared in common with others is the foundation of his being
23
in the world (in Mckinney and Tiryakian, 1970).
3 .2 Application in Newsmaking
Newsroom as the Everyday World
Following Schutz' interest in everyday world, Berger
and Luckmann (1967:36) develop the concept of "interest
zone to refer to the focus of one's attention to the
reality of everyday life. According to them, most people
are typically interested in the cluster of objects involved
in their daily occupations. For example, if a person is a
mechanic, the world of the garage will be his everyday
world. He will be interested in what goes on in the testing
laboratories of the automobile industry. Though he is
unlikely ever to be in one of those laboratories, but the
work done there will eventually affect his everyday life.
In line with this analysis, for newsmen, the newsroom
is their everyday world. The news profession is their
interest zone. They are very interested in what is going
on in the newsroom. Their attention is always on the
activities concerning the journalistic profession, as all
those happenings will affect their daily work.
Like other ordinary people, newsmen adopt a natural
attitude towards their everyday world. They accept the
newsroom and their news profession as given. Their action
are based on the taken-for-granted assumptions and norms is
their newsroom and news profession.
24
Gieber's newsroom observation supports that the news
policy of a newspaper is not considered a problem. The
newsmen accept it as part of bureaucratic structuring.
Rather, they are more inclined to complain of inconsistency
in or lack of policy (Gieber, 1964:178). These findings
indicate that the structure, the norm, and the policy of the
news organization are all taken for granted by newsmen.
Social Control in Newsroom
As members in other organizations do, newsmen in a news
organization have to go through what Berger and Luckmann
(1967) call secondary socialization or in Manning's term
organizational socialization.
Socialization in organization is done through
reinforcement. Berger and Luckmann (1967) suggest it is
done by education. Manning (1970) proposes it is
accomplished by organizational talk. Breed (1955), in his
classic Social Control in the Newsroom, claims that the
recruit becomes a part of the news organization through a
self-learning process.
According to Breed's observation, no newspaper has a
training program for its new men. The journalists say they
learn the newspaper policy by osmosis. Basically, the
learning of policy is a process by which the recruit
discovers and internalizes the rights and obligations of his
status and an organization's norms and values. He learns to
anticipate what is expected of him so as to win reward
(e.g., promotion) and avoid punishments. Through reading
his own paper every day, observing editorial actions taken
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and participating in news conferences, the recruit is
socialized. The process of learning policy then
crystallizes into a process of social control.
In addition to news organization control, newsmen are
also subject to the control of professional ideology.
Through journalistic training and practicing, newsmen are
socialized by the professional norms. Most of them consider
it as a must to conform to professional standards and
ethics.
In most cases, professional principles have already
been absorbed as part of the news organization norms.
Professional ideology is well built-in so that it becomes
part of the journalistic life in newsroom.
News organizations and news profession cast forth
norms. Through socialization, newsmen learn to use those
norms or rules as a resource for the construction of
meaning.
News and Social Construction of Reality
A traditional view of news is that news reflects
objective reality. Events determine news stories.
Journalists. simply hold a mirror to the events and reflect
the-images to the readers. However, the mirror theory of
news has been under serious attack since the 1960s (Gans,
1979:79). Media critics point out not all the happenings
are transformed into news. Journalists select only a
handful of happenings as their news stories. From the
ethnomethodological point of view, news is not the mirror of
society it is a constructed reality (Tuchman, 1978:195).
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Following the frame analysis of Goffman (1974), in the
process of producing news, editors and reporters are always
searching for frames. By Gof fman' s definition, a frame is
the principle of organization which governs events. Frames
turn nonrecognizable happenings or amorphous talk into
discernible events. Without the frame, they would be mere
happenings or mere talks. As Tuchman suggests, an
occurrence is transformed into an event, and an event is
transformed into a news story by framing. The news frame
organizes everyday reality and turns occurrences into news
stories.
Berger and Luckmann (1967) have pointed out the social
construction of reality is a dialectic process. The social
world provides norms on men and men shape the world through
their efforts and activities. For newsmaking, event makes
news, but at the same time news defines the social meaning
of the event. The same dialectic process is gone through.
Tuchman concludes, News defines and redefines, constitutes
and reconstitutes social meanings. News constructs social
reality (Tuchman 1978:196).
3.3 The Analytical Model: The Journalistic Perspective
The above analysis shows that, rather than mirroring
reality, news is only a recognized occurrence or
constructed social reality. Newsmaking, in fact, is a
process of constructing social reality. In this process,
news selection becomes essential because it determines what
is picked up and what is not for constructing the reality
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in the media (see Figure 3.1).
When newsmen select news, no doubt they have to apply
news judgments and make decisions. From an interpretive
sociological point of view, newsmen's selections are led by
their institutionalized values- i.e., the news
organization's rules as well as professional standards. As
pointed out in the preceding section, every journalist has
to go through newsroom socialization. He or she acts and
reacts according to those taken-for-granted assumptions and
conventions in the newsroom.
In'the West, the United States in particular, many
scholars have already studied the influence of professional
ideology and organizational constraints on newsmaking.
Janowitz's discussion on professional models in
journalism (1975) and Tuchman's analysis on professional
practices as an agent of legitimation (1978a) have showed
how newsmen are bound to work under the principles and
standards of the news profession.
Another approach focuses on organizational routines.
Researchers like Sigal (1973), Molotch and Lester (1974),
and Fishman argue that news stories reflect the practices of
the workers in the organizations that produce news.
Scholars like Epstein (1973) and Gans (1979) have paid
attention to the economic aspects of making news. They
discuss how news organizations try to minimize the cost of
news production and maximize the market value of their news
products. They conclude that economic consideration.. is an
important variable shaping news.
Since most of these studies are conducted in America
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where commercial newspapers and TV stations dominate, the
factor of partisanship is barely taken into consideration.
In the political setting of Hong Kong, the local press is
diversified by political and ideological differences.
Newspaper partisanship is a strong force shaping news and
therefore cannot be neglected.
Adopting the interpretive sociological approach, this
thesis regards individual journalists as institutionalized
social actors. They take all institutional constraints
imposed on them as given. As suggested above, possible
institutional constraints imposed on journalists include
political constraints, economic constraints, structural
constraints, and professional constraints. It is proposed
that operating under these constraints, journalists
naturally develop a specific way of judging news. It is like
that they are wearing filter lenses to observe things. The
outside occurrences are selected as news only when they are
perceived as suitable through the lenses. It is similar to
what Tuchman (1978) calls news frame.
This study examines four sets of filer lenses, namely
the political lens, economic lens, structural lens and
professional lens. It is suggested that these lenses
function simultaneously to form a journalistic perspective
(Figure 3.2). In other words, the political and economic
logic of the news organizations, the structural routines of
newsgathering and the professional standard of journalism
promote a perspective of looking at news happenings. The
more important thing is that, through this perspective,
journalists construct social reality.
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This researcher owes her intellectual debt to Gieber
(1964) and Altheide (1976), whose insights have stimulated
her thinking on the construction of the theoretical model
for this study. The concepts of Gieber's bureaucratic frame
of reference and Altheide's news perspective are very
enlightening. Both scholars highlight newsmen's
institutionalized way of looking at news happenings. This
fits this researcher's interpretive analysis of how
socialized newsmen make news through taken-for-granted rules
of their everyday world of newsroom.
A final point is that this researcher holds the view
that journalists in all newspaper organizations are subject
to the confinement of the journalistic perspective. All of
them use the perspective as their guiding light. However,
the relative strength of the components of the perspective-
- the political lens, economic lens, structural lens and
professional lens-- on influencing journalists' judgment
varies from newspaper to newspaper because of the
differences in press nature. It is suggested that for the
political press, its political lens is thicker and its
economic lens is thinner so the political lens has more
influence in shaping news. For the commercial press, it is
just the opposite where the economic lens has stronger
influence.
The analytical model presented here will be used tc
examine the making of election news of the Legco Election,
which has. already been introduced in the previous chapter.
Four groups of newspapers with different press natures,
namely the leftist press, rightist press, elite commercial
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press, and popular commercial press will be drawn for
examination. The following chapters explore how journalists
in different news organizations manufacture the election






In this study the Legislative Council Election in 1985
is selected as a case to test the analytical model set up in
the preceding chapter. The key concepts in the model are
defined as follows:
(1) Political'Lens:
Political lens refers to a way of seeing things
whereas journalists make judgments from the political
standpoint of their news organizations. It is regarded
that journalists' political ideologies are highly
congruent with their news organizations'. In Hong Kong,
the political standpoints of news organizations are
grounded on their political orientations towards either
China or Taiwan.
(2) Economic Lens:
Economic lens refers to a way of seeing things
whereas journalists make news decisions by evaluating
the financial costs and benefits for their news
organizations.
(3) Structural Lens:
Structural lens refers to a journalistic way of
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seeing things, concerning how the jobs are done.
Journalists make news decisions by considering the
practical feasibility of newsgathering in terms of
manpower, news space and time.
4) Professional Lens:
Professional lens refers to a professional way of
seeing things. Journalists make news by considering the
profession's standards and ethics.
Overall, the journalistic perspective refers to the
journalists' institutionalized way of looking at news
happenings with the combined consideration of perceived
political, economic, structural and professional constraints
in their newsrooms.
4.2 Objectives
As mentioned in the previous-chapters, it is suggested
that the journalistic perspective is held by journalists in
every newspaper organization. However, the strength of
individual political lens, economic lens, structural lens
and professional lens may differ from organization to
organization. Hence, this study attempts to:
(1) Explore the perceived political, economic, structural
and professional constraints by journalists to see
whether these perceived constraints promote a specific
perspective of looking at and handling the Legco
election news.
(2) Compare the strength of political lens, economic lens,
structural lens and professional lens with regard to the
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making of the Legco election news to see whether press
nature varies with the strength of these lenses.
(3) Examine the election coverage to see what sort of
election reality is constructed through the journalistic
perspective.
4.3 Operational Plan
In order to achieve the above aims, seven daily
newspapers representing four different types of press nature
are chosen for study (Table 4.1).
(1) Political Press:
a. The leftist papers: They are the papers with strong
identification with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
in Mainland China. In this study, they are
represented by Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po.
b. The rightist paper: It is the paper with strong
identification with the Kwomintang (KMT) in Taiwan.
It is represented by Hong Kong Times.
(2) Commercial Press.
a. Elite commercial papers:
They are the papers with no salient party
identification with either CCP or KMT. They appeal
to the middle or upper class people. They are
characterized by more hard news and serious editorial
policy, having little or no sensationalism. In this
study, they are represented by South China Morning
Post and Ming Pao Daily News.
b. Popular commercial papers:
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Table 4.1 Newspapers Studied
Leftist Newspapers: Wen Wei Po
Ta Kung Pao
Political Press
Rightist Newspaper: Hong Kong Times
Elite Newspapers: South China Morning Post
Ming Pao Daily
Commercial Press
Popular Newspapers: Oriental Daily News
Sing Pao Daily News
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They are the papers with very strong commercial
motives, characterized by soft news and
sensationalism. They appeal to mass readers in the
middle or lower class. They are represented by
Oriental Daily News and Sing Pao Daily News in the
study.
In terms of the size of readership and influential
status, the chosen newspapers are top representatives of
their groups (see Appendix XI and XII).
Before data collection was actually carried out, direct
observations were made on three occasions to check on
earlier perceptions of the news operation and the longer
term development of particular lines of investigation.
The first observation was 'made at a forum of the
Engineering, Architectural, Surveying and Planning
Constituency on September 2, 1985. This researcher talked
to both candidates and reporters and observed their
interaction.
The second observation was made at another public forum
of the New Territories East on September 12, 1985.
The third observation was on the Election Day. This
researcher stationed herself at the Press Centre in Queen
Elizabeth Stadium and observed the election activities
there.
After these separate pieces of fieldwork, data
collection began six months later. Two methods were used in
gathering most of the data for analysis: in-depth interviews
with journalists directly involved in covering the election
and content analysis of the press coverage of the
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Legislative Council Election (see Figure 4.1). More
emphasis and effort were put on the interviews.
In-depth Interviews
In order to explore how the political, economic,
structural, and professional constraints influence the
production of election news, journalists who work for the
sampled newspapers were chosen and interviewed.
Firstly, one week after the Election Day, a simple form
(Appendix VIII) was sent to each of the newspapers selected
for study. The news organizations were asked to provide the
name lists of newsworkers directly involved in covering the
election news. Seven name lists were promptly returned.
Secondly, based on the name lists, a total of twenty-
three journalists, three to four journalists of each
newspaper, were selected for interview on the following
criteria:
(1) Editors: They are particularly responsible for policy
control.
(2) Assignment editors: They know their newspapers' policy
well and participate in editorial conferences with
senior'editors and involve in news decision making.
They are also responsible for executing the editorial
policies by giving assignments to reporters.
(3) Journalists involved in planning the election reporting:
They were interviewed regardless of their seniority.
(4) Reporters responsible for the actual gathering of
election stories were interviewed.
Overall, the selected editors and reporters are well-
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experienced- and well-educated (Appendix IX). They were
interviewed between May 21, 1986, and June 20, 1986. Each
interview averaged about an hour and a half.
Most of the interviews were informal and conducted in
settings out of the journalists' offices. The first part of
the interview was based on a list of questions prepared by
the researcher (see Appendix X), while the rest was
nonstructural discussion around a number of relevant points.
The actual functioning of election news-gathering and
processing were explored intensively and extensively during
the interviews. Insights were drawn from the free talks.
Apart from talking to the journalists, Mr. Andrew
Wong, one of the winning candidates, was interviewed. His
comments on election coverage and the journalists' reporting
tactics generated interesting discussion between the
researcher and her interviewees.
Content Analysis
All election stories in the seven selected newspapers
between April 16( the following day of the beginning of the
registration period) and October 4, 1985, (one week after
the Election Day) are analyzed.
The unit of analysis is news item. News items are
differentiated by headlines (that is, one headline, one
story). Each news item is measured by column-inches, which
include the headline, the story text and the pictures that
go with it.
The quantitative study of the election coverage
consists of the following items: (Details in Appendix V)
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(1) Volume of news: space and number of news items.
(2) Display of news: page and location.
(3) Form of. news: news story, news feature, personal
interview, brief introduction of
candidates, or table.
(4) Type of news: straight news, news analysis or comment.
(5) Election item: functional constituency story, electoral
college story or mixed.
(6) Sources of news: candidates, government officials or
others. Each news item may include
several news sources. Up to three
were recorded.
(7) Channels of news: press conferences, forums, interviews
or others. The same as the coding of
news sources, up to three were
recorded.
(8) News themes: themes refer to those main points of the
news content. News themes were coded in
detailed categories grouped into four
headings: the game stories, substance
stories, campaign activities or election
procedures, and miscellaneous.
(9) Direction of News: favorable or unfavorable to the
election or candidates.
(10) Reporting mode: active or passive mode. Active mode
means the reporter takes the initiative
of digging news. Passive mode means
something happens, then the reporter
goes to cover the event.
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About two weeks prior to the Election Day, a letter
(Appendix VI) was sent to all candidates (Total=64),
requesting for their platform booklets, letters and press
releases which they had mailed to their electorate and the
newsmen. Forty-eight candidates responded as requested.
The return rates for candidates of the functional
constituency and the electoral. college were 96% and 62%
respectively. Material of the other sixteen candidates was
collected from reporters or news organization libraries. On
the other hand, government press releases and handouts
issued within the 178-day research period were also
collected. All these handouts helped in the judgment of
news sources and news channels of the election stories, such
as whether they were initiated by candidates, campaign
agents or government officials.
The candidates' frequency of presence in news is also
examined to see whether they are mentioned alone or in
aggregate, and whether they are favorably treated (Appendix
VII).
Although this research examines news, editorials in the
seven newspapers within the research period were collected
and examined as supplementary material. They can reveal the
newspapers political stances.
4.4 Data Analysis
This is not a study of statistical hypothesis-testing.
Rather, it is exploratory and interpretive in nature.
Therefore, the key concepts (components) of the analytical
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model are examined in qualitative rather than quantitative
terms.
With regard to the political aspect of newsmaking, this
researcher relies on interviews to reveal the perceived
political ideology control in newsrooms. The study is
concerned about whether the political press is characterized
by political bias in the election coverage. Since political
bias can hardly be measured by quantitative coding alone as
discussed by Chu (1985), qualitative measurement is also
employed by contrasting story by story and statement by
statement in terms of semantic usages in characterizing
different candidates.
For the economic aspect, this researcher concentrates
on probing the journalists' perception of market value of
the Legislative Council election news during the interviews.
An intensive study on news themes of the media coverage
tells whether the newspapers are wooing their readers by
emphasizing or neglecting certain areas deliberately.
Referring to structural routines, this researcher is
concerned about how journalists manage to get their jobs
done in efficient ways. A close examination of the sources
and channels of election news reveals the routine practices
of journalists and the consequences those practices bring
along.
As for professionalism, free talks with journalists
reveal their professional principles on handling the
election news.
I
Finally, the election reality constructed by the press
is evaluated in terms of quantitative and qualitative
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analyses of the newspaper election coverage.
For the sake of clear presentation, the political,
economic, structural and professional aspects of election
newsmaking are discussed one by one in the following four
chapters. In fact, they are interrelated components and





5.1 Press Structure in Hong Kong
As Wong.(1984:40) has said, in Hong Kong the Chinese
community' is the product of two streams of history: one of
the British colony and the other of the Mainland China.
On the one hand, Hong Kong is an administrative no-
party state run by British bureaucrats (Harris, 1978). The
place is under the rule of the British colonial government.
On the other hand, the recent China's party system has had
great social and political impact on Hong Kong. Although
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Kuomintang Party
(KMT) do not register with the Hong Kong government, they
operate either underground or by means of some socially
acceptable institutions such as schools, labour unions,--
business firms or media organizations. The Hong Kong
government, then, tries to maintain a neutral stand between
the two parties.
Newspapers are products of historical condition. It is
no'doubt that the press system in Hong Kong is characterized
by both British and Chinese features.
Firstly, Hong Kong has inherited the British liberal-
attitude towards the mass media. She ranks second only to
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Japan as the area which enjoys the highest degree of press
freedom in Asia (Wah Kiu Yat Pao, March 15, 1977).
Newspapers with all sorts of political backgrounds are
allowed to publish as long as they do not jeopardize social
stability.
Secondly, some press in Hong Kong cannot be detached
from identification with the distant parties in Beijing and
Taipei: the CCP and the KMT. As Chan (1981:36) asserts,
The close parallelism between the press and Chinese parties
is unique in that it grows not out of local politics but is
a side extension of'modern Chinese history.
Long before 1949, the CCP-linked newspapers and KMT-
linked newspapers had already been established in the
colonial city (Tseng, 1973:432).*The media struggles between
the parties continued up to the present in Hong Kong.
Therefore, a number of newspapers here are financially or
organizationally linked with either the CCP or the KMT.
These party-papers became the back-bone of the press
structure in Hong Kong.
Since late 1950s, however, commercial newspapers have
grown rapidly in Hong Kong. As their primary goal is to make
profit by attracting the largest possible number of readers,
they do not want to jeopardize their business by committing
themselves deeply to a political stand. In contrast with
the political press, they have little or no identification
with either the CCP or the KMT. Therefore, they claim
themselves as independent press or centrist press.
This explains why the present press system in Hong Kong
is characterized by two blocs: the political press and the
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commercial press (independent press). In the bloc of
political press, there are leftwing and rightwing papers. In
the bloc of commercial press, there are elite papers and
popular papers.
Needless to say, for the political papers, their major
responsibility is to speak for their own parties--- either
CCP or KMT. For the commercial papers, their prime concern
is how to make profit. But it is wrong to conceive that the
commercial papers are free from the CCP-KMT struggle.- In
most cases, they can hardly escape from the media battles
between the leftists and the rightists. They are always
seeking tactful political survival between the gap of the
two rival parties. In the special political arena here in
Hong Kong, commercial papers have to play the political
card shrewdly, particularly on those issues concerning
China. They try not to offend either China or Taiwan.
However, they have great tendency to support the local
government in order to maintain the status quo.
5.2 Political Constraint in Newsroom
Journalists interviewed expressed frankly that they
know their newspapers' political stands well and they accept
the policies as a matter of fact.
The Leftist Newspapers
The leftist newspapers have to reflect the party line
of Beijing. The assistant chief editor of Ta Kung Pao
stated clearly that his newspaper emphasizes political
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principles. He added that most of his colleagues,- the news
editors in particular, share with him the same leftist
ideology. Sometimes their ideological bias would creep into
the news unconsciously. From this we can see that those
well-recruited editors are in tight control with editorial
policy and allow nothing to deviate from their political
stands. This is in line with the common saying that --if
you pick the right people, you get broadly the right
decisions (Schlesinger, 1978:137). A Ta Kung Pao
interviewee said, one must learn how to write news stories
which would meet editors' political expectations.
It is known that the Xinhua News Agency gives weekly
news briefing to the senior editorial staff of both Ta Kung
Pao. and Wen Wei Po to make sure the two newspapers blow the
same tune. In critical situations, Xinhua officials
immediately summon publishers or chief-editors of leftist
newspapers for urgent briefing. Reporters in leftist
newspapers said on those occasions, they knew they had to
wait for instructions before writing politically
controversial stories.
The Rightist Newspaper
Hong Kong Times is a party-press of the KMT. It
receives great financial support from Taiwan. All its
journalists know that the newspaper has to reflect the views
of the Nationalist government in Taiwan and in the meantime
support the local government. Its assignment editor
explained although the Hong Kong government is a colonial
power, she is worth supporting because it maintains the
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status quo and balances against the leftwing forces in Hong
Kong.
News published in Hong Kong Times should be
responsible to the Taiwan authorities. The newspaper has
to follow the three no's policies. It is strictly
prohibited from reporting activities in favor of the PRC.
Only rarely are pictures of the PRC officials allowed to
appear in this newspaper. All government institutions of
the PRC are specially marked in quotations, indicating they
are not officially recognized. Reporters in Hong Kong Times
interviewed said that they had learned these rules on their
first day of reporting duty and they have already got used
to the restrictions. In fact, most of the editors and
reporters are graduated from the KMT-supported Chu Hai
College in Hong Kong or the National Chengchi University in
Taipei.. They have already been socialized in the rightist
ideology.
The Elite Commercial Newspapers
In commercial newspapers ideological control is not as
tight as that in the political press. However, as Gerbner
(1964) suggests, commercial press does not escape from
politics its ideological perspective lies between those of
the Left Press and the Right.
The political stand of South China Morning Post (SCM
Post) is recognized as pro-government and pro-establishment
by its journalists. It is perceived to be in line with the
interest of Hong Kong rather than that of China or Taiwan.
Its reporters admitted that its political stand more or less
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set the parameter for them to operate. However, they denied
they are under control or constraint. Instead, they said
they are only influenced.
Similar to SCM Post, the main concern of Ming Pao is
the stability and prosperity of Hong Kong. It also
supports the local government and the establishment. Its
reporters revealed that any news that damages local
stability and prosperity would be omitted or played down.
On the other hand, Ming Pao puts great emphasis on
objectivity and political neutrality. No opinion-laden
story is allowed to publish. According to its journalists,
their publisher, Louis Cha, keeps a close eye on their work.
No news in Ming Pao should contradict his personal political
view. This confirms Cheung's observation (1986) on local
publishers' activities in editorial decision. His study
shows that publishers are perceived by editors to be more
actively involved in news contents contradicting their
political views.
The Popular Commercial Newspapers
The prime concern of Sing Pao is also the stability
and prosperity of Hong Kong. It supports the Hong Kong
government. It is politically neutral with respect to the
CCP and the KMT. The publisher, Ho Man-fat, -has warned his
newsmen not to put their personal political views into news
stories.
The political stand of Oriental Daily News, however, is
slightly right-leaning because of two reasons. The first is
that its big boss is residing in Taiwan for protection.
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The second reason is that most of its editors are college
graduates from Taiwan. Nevertheless, it is a profit-
oriented paper rather than a political-oriented paper. So,
political constraint in newsroom is perceived as not tight
by its reporters.
This study finds that the local press through
recruitment and socialization exercises political ideology
control on journalists. Local journalists seem well-
socialized and they adopt a natural attitude to accept
their newspapers'' political stands as given. Most of the
interviewees are aware of the political constraint in their
newsrooms. However, they do not think it is problematic. It
appears that what they need to do is simply following the
line.
5.3 Political Lens and Election News Construction
The Leftist Newspapers
As mentioned in Chapter 2, China's reaction to the
Legco Election was suspicious but tolerant. She allowed
minimized participation of leftist candidates in the
election to get a political foothold in the Legislative
Council but adopted a wait-and-see attitude towards the
whole political reform program.
As the mouthpiece organs of the leftist, both Ta Kung
Pao and Wen Wei Po showed reservation on the election. The
editorial of Ta Kung Pao on September 27, 1985, wrote, All
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the people are watching the reform program cautiously. The
Wen Wei Po editorial added, Political reform should be
proceeded step by step. There is no need to hurry!
Since Beijing officials had shown suspicion of the
representative government program, the assistant chief
editor of Ta Kung Po admitted that his newspaper had no
intention to play up the election. In the meantime, China
was also unwilling to show disapproval of the election.
Therefore, it was also inappropriate to play down or ignore
the event.' The assistant chief editor said the resolution
was to handle the election with middle-range approach (see
Table 5.1).
A senior reporter of Ta Kung Pao, who was in charge of
the election newsgathering, told this researcher that in his
perception, the Legco Election was not as important as
journalists in other newspapers thought. He believed that
all sorts of elections and political changes shall be
finally determined by the Basic Law. He implied that the
Legco Election, as a British exercise, did not deserve full
coverage by his newspaper. Yet, the election after all was a
historic news event so some news space must be devoted to
it. That was why his junior reporters were told the
election should be treated in an ordinary way-- no play up
and no play down.
Wen Wei Po adopted a similar approach (Table 5.1). Its
assignment editor noted, We neither play up nor play down
the event. We present the fact, provide the information and
that is enough! In addition, one of its reporters added he
fully realized that it was unnecessary to put too much
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Table 5.1: News Handling of the Legislative Council Election
Elite Popular Leftist Rightist
Papers Papers Papers Paper
SCMP Ming Oreintal Sing Ta Kung Wen Wei Hong Kong
Pao Daily Pao Pao Po Times
HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM SEMI-HIGH
KEY KEY KEY KEY KEY KEY KEY
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effort on the election. He knew nobody would care even he
had missed some of the election stories.
The political stand of leftist newspapers had
influenced the story-selection and shaped the angling as
well as the model of presentation of their election stories.
Reporters admitted they had unconsciously highlighted the
China angle in their election stories. Editors said it
was natural to play down views which contradicted his
newspaper's editorial policy. A Wen Wei Po editor stated
that when he handled the election stories, he was bound to
take the newsmaker's political background into
consideration. In some cases, he revealed, his reporters
marked the term our own fellow on the manuscript to remind
him the leftist background of the candidate in the story.
If the manuscript was about a rightist candidate, it must be
submitted to the chief editor to see whether the candidate
was correctly handled. It is in line with Schlesinger's
observation on newsmaking. That is, the editorial system
acts constantly to ensure broad conformity with the desired
approach to the news (Schlesinger, 1978:135).
The Rightist Newspaper
All along, Hong Kong Times has supported the local
authority. Therefore, it was in no hesitation to show
support to the Legco Election which was enthusiastically
carried out by the Hong Kong government. Moreover, from the
rightist point of view, democratization in Hong kong may
help to minimize Beijing interference after 1997. So, one of
its reporters said he perceived that his newspaper had
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attached much importance to the election (see Table 5.1).
However, journalists in Hong Kong Times all pointed out
there was a large gap between what was intended to do and
what could be done. There was no newsgathering plan
developed to properly cover the election. No effort was put
to make better election stories. Hong Kong Times even could
not closely follow routine election activities. All these
failures were due to the incompetence of editorial staff and
shortage of manpower. What this newspaper could do seemed
only to devote more news space to election handouts from the
government and the candidates.
Journalists of Hong Kong Times did not deny they had
favoritism towards rightist candidates. They also agreed
that they had played down election issues which promoted the
Sino-Hongkong cooperation.
The Elite Commercial Newspapers
The Legco Election aims at mild political change,
bringing a few democratic elements into the central
government. It intends neither to disturb the status quo
nor to overthrow the establishment. Moreover, it is
enthusiastically promoted by the local government and is
widely regarded as good for the Hong Kong people. There is
no reason for the elite newspapers to oppose this moderate
election.
A SCM Post editorial on August 2, 1985, described the
election as a milestone to our future, saying we should
fully support it. The editorial of Ming Pao echoed by
pointing out the election had significant meaning for the
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future of Hong Kong and encouraged active participation in
it (May 4, 1985).
The SCM Post journalists admitted that they were
influenced by the belief of their newspaper, considering
democratic election was worth their entire support. In
addition, their chief editor had given the instruction that
the- election should be intensively and extensively covered.
So they tried their best to play up the issue (see Table
5.1). The Ming pao journalists also thought and did in
similar ways.
The Popular Commercial Newspapers•
Like elite commercial papers, popular papers are also
willing to support the government election. Yet, politics
is not their basic concern. It is not surprise that their
editorials did not show much enthusiasm on the Legco
Election. An editorial of Oriental Daily merely commented,
The Legco Election indicates that our democratic system has
moved one step forward (September 27, 1985). The Sing Pao
editorial showed sincere support to the election. However,
it said the election was elite politics rather than grass
root politics, implying their grass root readers had no
part in it.
The assistant editor of Oriental Daily told this
researcher, The Legco Election is a new-born event, we are
willing to put more effort to cover it. In fact, the high
key approach of Oriental Daily towards the election (Table
5.1) was mostly due to commercial consideration.
Although Sing Pao was favorable toward the Legco
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Election, it did not give much coverage to the election. It
was because its boss was not keen on the issue on economic
grounds.
To sum up, this researcher has noticed that in the
making of election news, journalists were consistently aware
of the political constraint imposed on them. The findings
reveal that political constraint had two kinds: implicit
control through socialization and explicit control through
policy governing.
Political socialization in newsroom seemed very
effective in terms of editorial control. For example,
rightist journalists were well-socialized so they knew they
should not write -too much about the leftist candidates. They
said they did it just by common sense. In other words,
through socialization, a political common understanding had
been established in newsroom. This was exactly what Berger
and Luckmann (1967) called common sense knowledge. Based
on this common understanding in newsroom, journalists made
political judgment.
Policy guidance was another form of control. Fore
example, the leftist journalists were instructed to have the
election news ordinarily treated. All of them accepted
the guideline with a taken-for-granted attitude. They had
no complaint. In their eyes, the policy was policy, just
that. To follow policy seemed to be part of their
obligation..
This study also finds that political constraint in
newsroom did promote a political way of looking at the
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election news. Journalists made news decisions through their
political lens. The leftist journalists saw that it was
unnecessary to play up the event. The rightist journalists
perceived that the election was worth promoting. For the
elite and popular newspapers, their journalists were fully
aware they have to keep a balance in reporting leftist and
rightist candidates so as to maintain neutrality.
Apparently, in the political newspapers (especially the
leftists papers), political% constraint was stronger and
their journalists' political lens was thicker. In
commercial newspapers (especially the popular papers),
political constraint was weaker and their journalists'
political lens. was thinner.
5.4 Election Coverage through Political Lens
Political Bias
The above analysis indicates that under political
constraint in newsroom, journalists are accustomed to making
judgment from their organizations' political standpoints. It
is like seeing things from filter-lens. Through the
political lens, they locate news themes and develop news
angles which are in accord with their organizations' policy.
Lens twists reality. Hence, news distortion and promotion
appear to be inevitable.
Although all journalists interviewed said they did not
notice any political bias in the election coverage, this
researcher finds some, particularly in the political press.
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Firstly, favoritism was salient in both leftist and
rightist newspapers. Two leftist newspapers gave more
coverage and favorable treatment to leftist candidates Ho
Sai-chu and Tam Yiu-chung. Ta Kung Pao was especially in
favour of candidates who were members of the Basic Law
Drafting Committee such as Martin Lee, David Li and Szeto
Wah.. Rightist candidate like Pang Chun-hoi was reported
briefly and cautiously in leftist newspapers. In contrast,
Pang Chun-hoi and Ko Gra-yee, being rightist candidates,
enjoyed special favorable treatment in Hong Kong Times.
Leftist candidates received far less coverage in the Hong
Kong Times. Especially Ho Sai-chu, a member of the Chinese
People's Political Consultative Council (CPPCC), was
constantly referred to. in quotation marks, suggesting the
paper's nonrecognition of his official title. From Appendix
XIII, we can see that Ho Sai-chu was presented six times in
Ta Kung Pao, but was only mentioned twice in Hong Kong
Times. Another example is that whereas Pang Chun-hoi
obtained three mentions in Hong Kong Times, Tam Yiu-chung
got only one.
Secondly, political bias in terms of distortion and
promotion also exists. Qualitative content analysis shows
that leftist papers tended to play up issues that fitted
China's political policy. For examples, they highlighted the
cooperation between the leftist candidate Tam Yiu-chung and
the rightist. candidate Pang Chun-hoi in the labour
constituency to create an easy atmosphere of united-front.
Of course, opinion contradicting the Chinese official view
was deliberately cut short or even omitted. An obvious
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example is about a candidate by the name of Bill Blaauw. He
had alleged that a Legislative Councillor should be tough
and should not bow (Kowtau) to Beijing (Oriental Daily
News, September 17, 1985). This kind of remark never
appeared in the leftist press. On the other hand, Hong Kong
Times tended to play up issues which were unfavorable to the
Chinese Government. Hong Kong Times once distorted Martin
Lee's speech. Mr. Lee stated, The legal system of Hong
Kong is quite different from that of China. It is better
for Hong Korig to keep its own independent judiciary. Hong
Kong Times put it this way, Martin Lee said that the legal
system of Hong Kong is totally different from that of the
Communist China. In order to prevent interference from
China, he suggested that the judiciary of Hong Kong should
remain independent after 1997 (Hong Kong Times, August 29,
1985).
Legislative Council Election As a Social Event
Since Legislative Council Election is not a
controversial political issue, political bias created by the
political lens is limited to a certain extent. The greater
twisting is on the image of the election.
Interviewees of this study generally agreed that the
Legco Election was treated as a series of social functions.
Therefore, the image of the election constructed by the
press was a big social event more than a significant
political event.
Journalists in the leftist newspapers did observe the
election cautiously through their political lens, since
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China regarded the time was not ripe to present a showdown
and adopted wait-and-see attitude towards the political
reform. The leftist media were placed in a dilemma-- they
had to report the election but they could not advocate it.
So, they tactically neutralized the election and treated
it as a social event by reporting election activities as
if .they were ordinary social happenings. As mentioned
above, their editorial policy on the election was ordinary
treatment. The election coverage in leftist newspapers was
controlled to a reasonable amount-- about 180 news items--
which is less than that (291 items) in SCM Post and more
than that (146 items) in Sing Pao (Table 5.2). In order not
to advocate the event, both leftist newspapers never put
election news on page one while all other newspapers did
(Table 5.3). Their election stories were also barely placed
as leading articles too. Only 4.3% of election stories in
Wen Wei Po was presented as leading articles when 25.8% of
election news in SCM Post was leading stories (Table 5.4).
Like other social news, election stories were straight
forwardly reported (Table 5.5) and analysis was kept to
minimum (Table 5.6). For example, in Wen Wei Po and Ta Kung_
Pao, analytical stories only accounted for 2.2% and 7.8%
respectively of their election coverage. Furthermore, apart
from some favoritism-laden stories, political colouring was
deliberately avoided.
In recent years, the rightist newspaper-- Hong Kong
Times-- has become more and more passive. It has seldom
taken the initiative to lead public opinion. In most cases,
it merely reacts to the leftist press by blowing the
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Table 5.2: Amount of News Coverage on the Legco Election
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ka Kung Wen Wei













Table 5.3: Page Position of the Legco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Front 15.1% 7.7% 5.5% 14.4% 25.8% 0% 0%
Page (44) (15) (15) (21) (46) (0) (0)
Inside 84.9% 92.3% 94.5% 85.6% 74.2% 100% 100%
Page (247) (180) (256) (125) (132) (179) (186)
Total (291) (195) (271) (146) (178) (179) (186)
Table 5.4: Display of the Leaco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Leading 25.8% 18.5% 3% 8.2% 11.2% 6.2% 4.3%
Articles (75) (36) (8) (12) (20) (11) (8)
Non- 74.2% 81.5% 97% 91.8% 88.8% 93.8% 95.7%
leading (216) (159) (263) (134) (158) (168) (178)
Articles
Total (291) (195) (271) (146) (178) (179) (186)
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Table 5.5: Form of the Legco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
67.3% 75.4% 83.0% 97.3% 77.0% 84.9% 78.5%News
(196) (147) (225) (142) (1.37) (152) (146)Story
24.1% 18.5% 12.9% 0.7% 1.1% 8.9% 4.3%News
(70) (36) (35) (1) (2) (16) (8)Feature
5.5% 3.6% 2.6% 0% 0.6% 0% 8.6%Personal
Interview (16) (7) (7) (0) (1) (0) (16)
0% 0% 0% 0% 11.2% 0% 0%Brief
(0) (0) (0) (0) (20) (0) (0)Intro.
of the
Candidates
3.1% 2.5% 1.5% 2.0% 10.1% 6.2% 8.6%Table
(9) (5) (4) (3) (18) (11) (16)
(291) (195) (271) (146) (178) (179) (186)Total
Table 5.6: Type of the Legco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Straight 83_.5% 89.7% 84.9% 98.6% 98.9% 92.2% 97.9%
News (243) (175) (230) (144) (176) (165) (182)
News 15.1% 8.2% 14.4% 0.7% 0.6% 7.8% 2.2%
Analysis (44) (16) (39) (1) (1) (14) (4)
Subjective 1.4% 2.1% 0.7% 0.7% 0.5% 0% 0%
Comment (4) (4) (2) (1) (1) (0) (0)
Total (291) (195) (271) (146) (178) (179) (186)
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opposite tune. Although democratization in Hong Kong may
help to resist Beijing interference in Hong Kong, the Legco
Election itself did not involve direct confrontation between
the CCP and the KMT. Moreover, the leftist press handled
the election as ordinary social news. It appeared that Hong
Kong Times had no immediate need to counteract and
politicize the event in the sense of partisanship struggle.
Therefore, the election was merely handled as a government-
promoted event of similar nature with other social news.
Turning to commercial newspapers, to keep political
neutrality is their basic principle. As analysed in Chapter
2, the Legco Election was held in political uncertainty.
The direction of political reform was unclear. The Legco
Election, as an initial step toward political reform, was
ambiguous in terms of political implication. Agreed by our
interviewees, news executives and editorial staff in
commercial press seemed incapable of capturing the political
substance of the election. Since the issue was unclear in
their mind, it was safer to leave it as it was. It was
better not to stir up the political undercurrent.
Therefore, they resorted to handling the election as an
isolated. event, and failed to place it in a broader context
of political change. Basically, the election campaign was
handled as social activity more than political affair.
To conclude, the political lens of the newspapers
helped to construct the election reality in a specific way.
The Legco Election was constructed as a government.. function
or social event rather than a political election. In
addition, the political lens created news favoritism and
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6.1 News Or anization As a Business Enterprise
Almost fifty years ago, Riegel (1937:123) remarked, It
is a trite statement that the large newspaper of today is
imbued with'many of the attributes of big business, but this
is a fact germane'to any current appraisal of the press and
its influence, or lack of it. In his opinion, publishers
were chiefly concerned about profits. They regarded
newspapers as property rather than as instruments for
performing public services. Up to present, Riegel's view
still holds truth. In most capitalist societies, news is
produced commercially.
Hong Yong is a highly commercial society. News
organizations in Hong Kong, like other enterprises, are run
commercially. Even political newspapers are operated as
private business.
Needless to say, commercial newspapers are profit-
oriented. Popular papers like Oriental Daily and Sing Pao
are widely regarded as profit-maximizing firms. Some of the
interviewees of this study even go so far as to suggest that
profit motive alone is adequate explanation for the
behaviour of these two newspapers. For elite commercial
papers such as SCM Post and Ming Pao, emphasis is also put
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on revenue goal, though non-revenue goal like prestige is
concerned as well. In 1985, SCM Post made a net profit of
one hundred and sixty million dollars (Note 1), while Ming
Pao was also one of the most profitable newspapers in Hong
Kong with an annual revenue of HK$77,789,000 (Appendix XII).
It is understandable.that political newspapers do not
put profit in first priority. However, seeking economic
survival is still their important-task. Both leftist and
rightist papers are encouraged by their parties to maintain
financial self-sufficiency. In recent years, it seems that
leftist newspapers not only have strived to stay in business
but also have gone commercial. A Wen Wei Po reporter
observed that the present objective of his newspaper is
making money. The assistant chief editor of Ta Kung Pao
remarked, Since China carried out her modernization
programs, commercialism has become widely acceptable.
Therefore, the concept of news as commercial product is well
accepted too. That may explain why Ta Kung Pao played up
the sexual scandal of Mr. X while Wen Wei Po played up the.
suicide of a TV actress, Yung Mei-ling. As for Hong Kong
Times, although it receives continuous financial support
from Taiwan, it has been run in the red. We are now taking
the deficit problem seriously. No doubt our newspaper is
going to have some change in order to stay in the market,
alleged the assignment editor of Hong Kong Times. It is
apparent that in Hong Kong, both the political and
commercial press have to take the commercial factor into
consideration.
According to Gans (1979:214), news organizations make
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profit (or seek economic survival) through two means:
increasing income and cost cutting.
Increasing income refers to increase revenue from the
readers (newsstand sales) and advertisers. In fact, the sale
of advertising space is highly dependent on circulation and
readership. How well a newspaper maintains and enlarges the
readership affects how well it sells the advertising space
over the long run (Sigal, 1973:8). Therefore, reader
consideration becomes essential. Cost-cutting simply refers
to reduction of the costs of story production. Production
cost can be cut by reducing ancillary newsroom ..services or
editorial staff.
Using the strategies of increasing income and cutting
cost, newspaper organizations impose economic constraint on
the making of news.
6.2 Economic Lens and Election News Construction
Readership Consideration
Previous studies argue that journalists have little
knowledge, about their readers and there is a missing link
between the producers and consumers of news (Gans, 1979
Schlesinger, 1978). In this study, findings show that
although journalists do not know their actual readers,
they do build up a reader-image in their heads with the help
of readership research. They concern with the needs and
wants of their readers.
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(1) The Elite Commercial Newspapers:
A Survey Research Hongkong (SRH) report indicates
that the consumers of the two elite papers are middle
and upper class people with higher education. The Ming
Pao journalists said they think most of their readers
are intellectuals. The SCM Post journalists even claimed
that their readers are elites of the community, with 74%
being local Chinese (Note 2).
Journalists in elite newspapers all held the
opinion that their readers are interested in serious
political news. They are quite sensitive to their
readers' taste. We can't write lousy stories, said a
SCM Post reporter, otherwise our readers will complain
immediately through the letters to the editor.
The assignment editor of SCM Post proudly revealed
that his newspaper's political reports on the 1997 issue
had led the reporting trend of all other newspapers in
Hong Kong. During the Sino-British talks, the
circulation of SCM Post was boosted. Follow this
growth, we are in no hesitation to play up the Legco
Election, said the assignment editor. We are sure our
readers will show strong interest in the political
analysis about the historic election. Thus, several
months before the Election Day, SCM Post had started its
coverage on the election. Considerable manpower was
devoted to the issue. Reporting plans were' well-lain.
Reporters were busy with their analytical election
articles.
As an elite paper, journalists in Ming Pao had
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the same aspiration to provide more analytical stories
to their intellectual readers. We have to help our
readers to have a better understanding of the election,
they claimed.
An interesting point is that the Legco Election is
an indirect election with a limited number of eligible
voters. Most of these voters are professionals and
district board members. They are readers of the elite
press. No doubt SCM Post and Ming Pao should put more
effort on their election coverage.
Interviewees in both SCM Post and Ming. Po denied
they covered the election with commercial motives in
mind. They claimed that they were never concerned about
the newsstand sales. However, they admitted that they
took the interest of their readers into consideration
while making news decisions.
(2) Popular Commercial Press:
SRH report shows that the reader of popular press
are middle and lower class people with a majority of
blue-collars. Journalists in the popular press consider..
that news must suit the taste of their readers. An
Oriental Daily reporter said his newspaper always turns
news into interesting stories. Conflicts and
controversies are favorable story lines. Guiding
principles for story selection are immediacy,
exclusivity, and human interest. Accuracy is not
their primary concern.
An interviewee said she felt political news was
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under suppression in popular newspapers. Most newsholes
were reserved for spot news such as murder, family
tragedy and crime. She said publishers thought spot news
had more appeal to readers.
With regard to the Legco Election, most of the
readers of the two popular papers had no right to vote.
It is no surprise that top editors in these popular
papers concluded that their readers were not interested
in the election.
The Sing Pao publisher was even quoted to have said
that the Legco election news was killing.. poison for
newsstand sale while the suicide news of Actress Yung
Mei-ling was aphrodisiac for newspaper circulation. As
a result, Sing Pao refuse to put any extra effort on
reporting the election. Journalists in Sing Pao only
covered some routine election activities. They wrote no
news features or analytical articles about the election.
A reporter explained, Our boss doesn't like it, `so we
don't cover much. It is as simple as that.
Oriental Daily adopted a totally different approach
to the election news. In contrast with Sing Pao, it was.
keen on reporting the election. However, the focus of
its election reporting was not on the political aspect,
but sidetracked to election gossip. As one reporter
put it, Oh! The election stories are so boring that it
is necessary to make them interesting and exciting.
Otherwise nobody will read them. Thereby, reporters of
Oriental Daily concentrated their effort on digging into
political conflicts in the election and behind-the-scene
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accounts of candidates' competitive strategies. They
perceived that these stories fitted the taste of their
readers. A reporter revealed that once she wrote an
article about a group of candidates: Later she found
the platform of the candidates in the story was all cut
but the conflict among the candidates was highlighted.
In order to get her election stories published, she said
she frequently used conflict as her news angle.
It is interesting to find that journalists in
popular press are well accustomed to the reporting mode
of their organizations. They said, As anemployee, one
should behave in accord with the newspaper's policy.
(3) The Leftist Newspapers:
Talking about marketing, a Wen Wei Po reporter
stated, As a Hong Kong newspaper, we cannot separate
ourselves from the mass. We have to look after their
needs and wants. A Ta Kung Pao reporter added, If you
want to stay in business, you've got to consider whether
the news products are saleable or not!
In their eyes, the election atmosphere was not-
exciting at all and their readers did not care about the
election. So, they concluded that the election stories
were not marketable.
The assistant chief editor of Ta Kung Pao told this
researcher, Honestly, for political controversial
issues, we handle the news with political consideration.
While for nonpolitical issue, we pay more attention to
marketing and reader's interest.
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Then, in the case of Legco Election, were news
decisions made by political consideration or reader
consideration? Interviewees in leftist newspapers
answered that both considerations were significant,
though a few suggested that the commercial motive was
even greater than the political motive.
(4) The Rightist Newspaper:
Mentioning the reader consideration, the assignment
editor of Hong Kong Times revealed that his newspaper
has been changing its attitude. He pointed out in the
past, it was concerned about providing what news for
the reader. But now it had begun to consider what the
readers like to read. He said Hong Kong Times has
striven to seek economic survival.
Although Hong Kong Times wants to attract more
readers, it is incapable of doing so due to resources
shortage. One of its reporters complained, Our
newspaper is unable to provide better election news
stories for our readers.
Our, study shows that journalists in different news
organizations assume that they know their readers'
characteristics by invoking their journalistic experience.
They act according to the reader-image in mind. As
suggested by Pool and Shulman (1964), journalists' news
selection is determined by the picture in their heads of
those who are going to read.
Evidently,. Hong Kong journalists, like their Western
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counterparts, perceived that their readers were interested
in the horse-racing aspect of the election (Broh, 1980).
That is, they concentrated on the competition among
candidates rather than the discussion on issues and
policies. They thought the former was more attractive to
readers.
A Ming Pao reporter said, There are tips for horse-
racing and there is prediction for Miss Hong Kong Pageant.
So, naturally there is forecast for the election. The SCM
Post reporter also pointed out that everybody is concerned
about win and lose. He added that if they did not analyse
the winning chance of the candidates, they did not know what
else to analyse about. The journalists in Oriental Daily,
of course, agreed that the horse racing reporting can make
their election coverage more lively and interesting. Even
Ta Kung Pao made an attempt to predict the winners by
analysing candidates' backgrounds.
In addition to the horse-racing reporting, Hong Kong
journalists concentrated on covering prominent candidates in
functional constituencies in order to hold the attention of
their readers. There were a lot of public figures such as
Martin Lee, Szeto Wah and Hui Yin-fat in functional
constituencies. In journalists' opinion, everybody
recognized them and was interested in knowing their
competition. Therefore, functional constituencies stories
became the beef of the election coverage. Michael
Chugani, a SCM Post senior reporter, was quoted to have
said, Only if the electoral college candidates fight with
each other in the street, otherwise most of them are not
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newsworthy. In other words, the press was looking for big
names. The big names were newsworthy. Moreover, Hong
Kong journalists had great preference for controversy. As
Chugani put it, We have to focus on the striking aspect of
the election news which can raise a political storm.
Competition Pressure
Competition among newspapers imposes another form of
economic constraint on journalists. The interviewees all
agreed they are always under the pressure of competition.
According to them, being ahead in the competition has
several advantages:
(1) Building reputation for a newspaper, and this is in turn
beneficial for reader maintenance and reader
enlargement
(2) Raising morale of the newsroom and
(3) Increasing job satisfaction for journalists.
The competition is carried out in two aspects. One is
to provide more indepth analysis. The other is to get
scoops (exclusives). Evidently, getting more exclusives is
the most important indicator to show prevalence in the
competition.
As suggested by Sigal (1973:72), uncertainty makes
measures of the quality of reporting elusive. The
difficulty of agreeing to-standards for judging the quality
of a reporter's stories means that editors, publishers, and
reporters tend to fall back on an old indication of
reporting skill: who get stories first.
Our study indicates that journalists attach much
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importance to scoops. One of the SCM Post reporters said,
Scoop is extremely important. Getting more scoops can
improve my standing in the newsroom. In his eyes, improving
standing implies that promotion or salary-rising would
follow. Another SCM Post reporter even went so far as to
suggest that he worries about being sacked if his
competitors get a lot of scoops while he does not.
In fact, competition pressure is great in SCM Post.
Its assignment editor proposes that all the newspapers in
Hong Kong are regarded as its competitors, with Hong Kong
Standard as its main opponent. During the Legislative
Council Election campaign, Hong Kong Standard made the first
move to present a series of analytical articles about the
election. Therefore, SCM Post had to catch up by making
more exclusive reports and covering the election in a more
comprehensive way.
Oriental Daily is another newspaper putting great
stress on competition. A special task group was organized
to compare its daily news with other newspapers' news. The
existence of the task group, in fact, is one sort of social
control in newsroom to push for completeness of reporting
and more scoops. We must miss no story. Otherwise, we will
have to explain to the task-group leader, complained the
Oriental Daily journalists. And, to get exclusive stories
seems to be another important task for them. One of them
revealed that in her recruitment interview, her superior
told her that she would not have too much work to do,
however, one scoop per week was expected from her.
Referring to the election reporting, beyond doubt the
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Oriental Daily reporters had to dig for scoops, especially
those behind-the-curtain accounts. Their top editors did
think these exclusive reports can satisfy the need of their
readers.
For leftist newspapers, they could hardly escape from
the competitive market. However, by comparison, their top
editors did not push their reporters too hard to get
election scoops.
For the rightist newspaper, it basically had no place
in the competition. In covering the Legco Election, one of
the Hong Kong Times reporters said his newspaper had totally
surrendered. It had no chance to fight down other
newspapers.
According to Crouse (1973), competition of the press
provides a troublesome phenomenon-- pack journalism. The
term refers to the journalistic practice of playing follow-
the-leader when it comes to news selection and
interpretation. During the election campaign, it is evident
that Oriental Daily and SCM Post were leaders. Their
analysis on competition, behind-the-scene conflicts, and
candidates' campaign strategies set an analytical framework
for other newspapers.
Budget Control
In Sigal's viewpoint (1973:8), profits are a function
of costs: the cost of producing the first copy of the day's
paper, including the operation of the news and editorial
departments. Thus, the management of earnings depends on
the newspaper's control over the costs of production.
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This study shows that budget control in news
organization played a role in the making of election news.
Sing Pao is a typical example which tried to minimize
expenses on the election coverage. Since they would not
invest in nonprofitable news product, not a single reporter
was delegated to follow up the election beat.
Ta Kung Pao is'another newspaper which considered the
election news unsaleable. Only two or three reporters were
assigned to cover the election news. The senior reporter in
charge noted that it was not worthy of spending too much
manpower on the election. The Wen Wei Po assignment editor
also echoed this view.
Extra staff, space and time always cost newspapers
money, whatever their economic circumstances. Budget control
is highly related to the distribution of manpower and news
space. This aspect will be further elaborated in the next
chapter.
The Economic Lens
By analysing reader consideration, competitive pressur
and budget control, this study finds that journalists ar
working under great economic constraint.
From the ethnomethodological point of view, loca
journalists have internalized the economic logic of thei
news organization. Under socialization and policy guidance
they make news decisions under a set of taken-for-grantE
assumptions such as it is necessary to meet the reader'
expectation, to operate under limited budget, to get moi
scoops and fight against competitors. Gradually they ha)
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developed an economic perspective for news judgment.
Unconsciously, they get used to seeing things from the
economic lens. Although they write news stories with no
particular commercial motive in mind, they in fact have
taken care of the need of their readers and observed the
rule of competition. They know just by common sense what
should be written and what should not. For instance, the
Oriental Daily journalists learned that they should play up
controversy of the election rather than the boring
candidate platforms. The Sing Pao reporters knew they
should not put effort on producing -in-depth reports about
the election because these reports were poison for
newsstand sale. On the contrary, the SCM Post and Ming Pao
journalists would take the initiative to provide analytical
reports about the election after all, their readers are
intellectuals who look for indepth analysis. As noted by
Epstein (1973), news is a much more economically rational
and systematic operation than it is generally assumed to be
by knowledgeable persons, including even a number of
newsmen.
The interviews provide evidence that the economic lens
of the commercial press is thicker than that of the
political press. Especially for the popular commercial
press, the journalists are always on alert to face
competition.
6.3 Election Coverage through Economic Lens
Content analysis of the newspaper coverage confirms
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that the economic lens had great influence on the election
news output. The commercial press, SCM Post and Oriental
Daily in particular, heavily covered the Legco Election due
to economic reasons analysed above.
In terms of amount of news, SCM Post topped all other
newspapers (see Table 5.2). About 15.1% of election news
was carried on the front page (Table 5.3) and 25% of the
election news was treated as leading articles (Table 5.4),
indicating it attached much importance to the election.
Compared with all other newspapers, SCM Post also had more
news features (24.1%) and analytical stories.. (15.1%) (see
Table 5.5 and Table 5.6). In addition, it always devoted
full page to analyse the new look Legco. From late
August, it began a column called Election Countdown,
bringing together a series of analytical reports on all 64
candidates. On the other hand, the news space for election
stories in Ming Pao was quite considerable too, only second
to SCM Post (see Table 5.2). About 20% of the Ming Pao
election news was displayed as leading articles (Table 5.4).
Moreover, a considerable amount of new features and news
analyses on election was presented. These findings indicate
that elite commercial papers did really provide more
comprehensive and indepth election articles to their readers
-- intellectuals and professionals.
Since election news had no market value in the eyes of
news executives of Sing Pao, it is no surprise to find its
election coverage was far less than all other selected
newspapers. It carried only 146 election stories (Table
5.2). Moreover, there was almost no analytical. stories
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about the election in Sing Pao too (in fact it got only one
analytical story). As Oriental Daily was so clever at
turning the unsaleable political news into saleable
political gossip, its election coverage was quite
impressive. It presented 271 election stories, second only
to SCM Post in terms of election news items.
Spotlight on Functional Constituencies
According to the election regulation, the functional
constituency and electoral college each produces 12 new
members to the Legislative Council. In fact,..elections in
electoral colleges are as important as elections in
functional constituencies. However, through the economic
lens, the press presents another reality.-
Table 6.1 demonstrates that functional constituencies
receive double news coverage than the electoral colleges.
Meanwhile, Table 6.2 shows that candidates of functional
constituencies receive far more media exposure than
candidates in electoral colleges.
The election reality constructed by the press gives the
impression that candidates of functional constituencies are
main actors in the Legco Election while candidates of
electoral colleges are only supporting casts. Elections in
functional constituencies seem far more -significant than
elections in electoral colleges.
Obviously, this distortion is due to the press'
overwhelming preference on covering prominent figures in
functional constituencies. It is the consequence of looking
for big names. It is the product of the journalists'
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Election News on Functional
Constituencies and Electoral Colleges
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Functional




15.1%15.6%17.4%22.3% 12.3% 19.9% 13.7%Colleges'
(20) (28)Story (28)(65) (54) (31)(24)
48.3%52.0%61.8%63.7%44.4% 58.0% 45.8%Mixed
(90)(93) (110) (93)(113) (124)(129)
Total (29.1) (195) (271) (146) (178) (179) (186)
Table 6.2: Freauencv of Candidates' Presence in the Press
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Candidates










Legco Election As a Race
Analysis of the news themes of the Legco election
coverage shows that almost 40% of the coverage was devoted
to game-related stories (Table 6.3). These game-related
stories concentrated on reporting the candidates' image,
election strategy, competition, drop in and drop out,
assessment of winning chance, candidate's malpractice,
election loopholes and the final winning and losing.
Especially in SCM Post and Oriental Daily,. these stories
receive 45.2% and 46.9% of total election coverage
respectively. The Legco Election was portrayed as a game of
horse-racing by the press.
Broh (1980) has proposed that in a horse-race, a horse'
is judged not by its absolute speed or skill but in
comparison to the speed of other horse, and especially by
its wins and losses. Similarly, this study shows that
candidates were pushed to discuss other candidates: events
were understood in a context of competition. Picking the
winner became an important topic.
A closer look at the breakdown of Table 6.3 reveals
that one-fourth of the election coverage was about the
substance of the election-- reporting the candidates'
platform and discussing the political context of the Legco
Election.. In fact, most of these.substantial reports are
rewritten press handouts provided by candidates. Moreover,
journalists interviewed expressed that they put platforms
into -their news stories as ritual materials. In other words,
Table 6.3: News Themes in the Legco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Game:
7.9 3.7 5.3 4.2. 4.5 6.2 3.41. Candidates'
Image
2.9 1.1 2.7 0.0 0.0 2..3 1.72. Candidates'
Strategy
1.7 1.7 3.8 3.4 2.6 2.9 3.03. Competition
between
Candidates
4.1 4.6 4.4 0.0 0.0 4.6 1.04. Assessment
of Winning
Chance
2.3 0.0 3.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 0*.05. Conflict
between
Candidates




2.3 .2.6 3.0 2.5 1.6 2.9 3.47. Announcement
of Running
the Election
1.5 0.8 1.5 0.9 0.6 1.0 0.78. Drop out of
the Race




1.7 1.1 1.7 2.1 1.0 0.0 1.010. Candidates'
Malpractice
3.6 3.7 2.1 4.6 5.1 2.3 1.711. Voting
Activities
11.3 11.4 8.9 5.1 6.4 9.1 10.112. Election
Loopholes
(45.2) (37.3) (46.9) (35.5) (29.5) (34.5) (31.4)
Substance:
6.3 4.6 4.4 3.8 7.0 6.5 5.41. Candidates'
Competence













7.2 5.14.6 7.1 5.1 4.6 8.31. Registration







5.75.55. 57.65.15.43.E6. Appeal for
Participation (34 5) (3-t.5)(22.4) (31.7) (28.7) (34.3) (35-Z)
(3.6) (1.7)r7 Ul (9 R) (3.31 (3.4) (2.61Others:
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the press' interest is not in the platform but the
competition.
Content analysis shows that news features and
analytical articles voluntarily written by journalists were
about the game but seldom about the substance. Ever
though the indepth feature articles from SCM Post and Mini
Pao were.about the race too.
To conclude, journalists' economic lens constructed the
Legco Election as a horse-race and distorted the real
election environment by focusing the spotlight on functional
constituencies.
Notes:
(1) This figure of net profit was released by Matthew Leung,
a political reporter of SCM Post in an interview.
(2) A 1986 SRH Media Index Interim Report published as an
advertisement in SCM Post on June 13, 1986, reads, 74%





7.1 Structural Lens and Election News Construction
Following the ethnomethodological approach, many
studies have suggested that news is a practical
accomplishment (Molotch and Lester, 1974 Tuchman, 1978
Fishman, 1980). Since immediacy is the crucial element of
news, newswork has to be accomplished in tremendous speed
and efficiency with a limited number of editorial staff.
Therefore, it is essential for news organizations to
establish practical routines to cope with their daily work.
Without exception, journalists in Hong Kong are under all
sorts of structural constraints of standard routines.
Distribution of Manpower
According to Tuchman (1978), with limited staff and
time, news organization must develop practical measures to
ensure that events are not missed. She observes that news
organizations spread a kind of temporal and spatial news
net for daily newsgathering. In Hong Kong, news beats, a
form of news net, are established in most news organizations
for the division of labour in newsgathering.
It is beyond doubt that in large organizations like SCM
post and Oriental Daily, news beat system is well-
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established and news net is well spread. in meaium
organizations such as Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po, their news
nets have a number of big holes. For small organizations
like Hong Kong Times, there is no beat system at all. They
are unable to smoothly spread the news net due to serious
manpower shortage.
From a journalistic viewpoint, the Legco elections were
a series of important events that must be covered. However,
during the election campaign, there were other news events
that demanded their coverage too. Since manpower in news
organizations was limited, only a small number of reporters
were available for covering the election news.
SCM Post and Oriental Daily, with rich resources and
manpower, had already established the Legco beat which was
attached to the political desk. Therefore, newsgathering on
Legco Election was smoothly carried out by their beat
reporters. Their beat reporters were allowed to take three
to four days to develop an election story. For this sake,
these reporters were able to dig out more exclusive stories
and write more interpretative articles. They were also able
to cover all the sixty-four candidates individually and
update their campaign strategies.
For Ming Pao, Sing Pao, Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po, no
existing beat reporters were responsible for Legco news. As
a result, a few general reporters had to be called in to
temporarily handle the election. They were inexperienced and
lacked contacts. Moreover, they had to do other routine
assignments' too. Under the heavy work load, they absolutely
had no ambition at all to cover all the sixty-four
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candidates. Their resort was to pick some popular or easily
available candidates for interview. Some of them commented,
We prefer to interview candidates in functional
constituencies rather than candidates in district boards. It
is because political conflict within district boards is too
complicated for us to interpret. It will be very time-
consuming and we can't afford it.
The manpower problem in Hong Kong Times is far more
serious (see Table 7.1). Quantitatively and qualitatively
speaking, its editorial staff is not up to standard. This
newspaper was not only unable to provide interpretative
election reports, but also incapable of covering most of the
routine campaign activities. One of its reporters remarked,
Nobody in our newspaper has the intention to make any
analytical reports on the election. In fact, we are
exhausted for other routine assignments. The manpower
problem also explains why so many candidate and government
handouts were fully published in Hong Kong Times, without
any change.
Ample evidence shows that manpower consideration
imposed great constraint on journalists' planning and-
handling of the election news.
Limitation of News Space
News space is another practical constraint imposed on
journalists. All interviewees mentioned the limitation of
.space. Especially in Oriental Daily, most news space is
allocated to spot news like disaster and crime. News hole
for political news is very limited. Its political reporters
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Table 7.1: Number of Reporters of Local News in Seven Selected
Newspapers
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei





knew well enough that they should not write long stories.
The election stories must be brief with distinct story line.
In other newspapers like Wen Wei Po, Ta Kung Pao and
Sing Pao, space limitation made comprehensive election
reporting impossible. What their journalists could do was to
present candidate's issue stand in brief terms without any
elaboration. The highly selective approach for news
inevitably promoted distortion and unfair reporting.
Contrarily, the problem of news space for Hong Kong
Times was quite another story. Its editors and reporters
subjectively perceived that their news hole was too
large. They sought to use government press releases and
candidates' handouts to fill the news hole nonselectively.
This indirectly provided free publicity for candidates and
government electoral officials.
Deadline Pressure
Deadlines are an occupational hazard for journalists.
Reporters have to gather facts quickly and write well under
the gun (McElreath, 1978).
This study indicates that under the pressure of
deadline, journalists tended to be more conservative, low in
creativity, and did not have enough time to investigate and
thoroughly develop a comprehensive and indepth story.
Reporters barely wrote critical reports about the
election. One of the constraints probably originated from
the professional ethics of objective reporting. However,
the greater constraint likely came from time limitation. As
one reporter put it, It is safer and less time-consuming to
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write favorable reports about the candidates. If they
wanted to criticize a candidate, they had to spend more time
to collect evidence. Otherwise, they would be in danger of
libel suit. So, in order to meet the daily deadline, it was
better for them to be cautious and moderate.
Routine Channels
Under the limitation of manpower, space and time,
journalists are forced to turn to routine channels and
routine sources.
News organizations have overwhelming preference for
anticipated activities, which are termed by Boorstin (1972)
as pseudo-events. News organizations are in favor of
covering prescheduled activities because these activities
allow news personnel to have more control over their work
(Tunstall, 1971:24-30).
During the Legco election campaign, the first thing
journalists had to do was to contact the candidates and
asked for their platform booklets. These handouts were
basic materials that constituted most election stories.
This practice confirms Vermeer's observation (1982) on the
hate/need relationship of candidates and journalists. He
finds that editors and reporters recognize the candidates'
press releases are full of propaganda-messages. However,
they need raw material. So they select, edit, or rewrite
press releases, making them into news more news-like.
Further evidence also shows that local journalists had
put high priority on covering election hard news such as
government press briefings, candidates' press conferences,
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election forums, nonspontaneous events (attended by
government officials or prominent individuals), luncheons
and seminars.
SCM Post and Oriental Daily were the two organizations
comparatively free from the influence of those prescheduled
election events. Their journalists were encouraged to dig
their own scoops through interview, investigation and
research. Press handouts were only used as supporting
materials, helping them to follow up stories.
Interview findings suggest that practical constraint of
newswork has encourage most journalists to- use routine
channels f or.news gathering. Interviewees all admitted that
they were pulled by the string of pseudo-events during the
election campaign. However, they said they could do nothing
to change the situation as this was the reality of their
work.
Habitual Sources
Dealing with news source is an important part of
journalists' routine work. The creed of newsgathering
efficiently forces journalists to approach routine
sources. Previous studies indicate that sources with
eagerness, social/political power and ability to supply
suitable information will obtain habitual access to news
media (Gans, 1979 Molotch and Lester, 1975).
The size of a functional constituency is far bigger
than that of an electoral college. Candidates in functional
constituencies would turn to the press to get across their
campaign messages. As a result, they were more eager than
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their counterparts in electoral colleges to contact the
press. In return, journalists also preferred to cover
stories of functional constituencies. They remarked,
Candidates in functional constituencies are more co-
operative, more willing to talk and easily available. They
are ideal sources.
Secondly, it' is also found that men of power easily
become habitual sources of the election news. For example,
journalists' spotlight was continuously on top government
officials such as the Governor and the Secretary for
District Administration Mr. Donald Liao. One news editor
noted, They are important people their remarks must be
important too. Meanwhile, reporters admitted they
concentrated on covering big names.They are influential
and powerful figures they are more newsworthy, said the
journalists. In their eyes, news space was limited, they can
only select important people to cover.
Thirdly, it is evident that individuals or
organizations with the ability to provide suitable
information will become habitual sources. In the election
campaign, the local government, through GIS which has
routine access to the press, .became the largest source of
election information. According to this researcher's
calculation, a total of about two hundred election bulletins
(in both Chinese and English) were released to the press
from April to October in 1985. Since these press releases
were well-written in an objective format, they were suitable
for immediate use by the rightist, leftist and centralist
papers. In journalists' eyes, these pieces of information
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possessed the strengths of reliability, productivity
(minimize the production expenditure of time and effort) and
authority. On the other hand, candidates more capable of
making news events received more attention from journalists.
For instance, a SCM Post reporter explained that his
newspaper gave more coverage to Henry Litton just because
he had attended more activities and made more speeches than
others.
In short, in the election, both the government and the
candidates'were eager sources capable of providing suitable
election information. They were no doubt habitual sources
of election news.
These habitual sources and journalists were in a
symbiosis relationship as suggested by Sigal (1973). In
the view of candidates and government officials, it would be
less expensive but more effective to use the press for
publicity.. For journalists, they had to depend on these
campaigners and officials to maintain a daily flow of
reportable news. Moreover, if journalists established good
relation with promising candidates and these candidates
succeeded in obtaining Legco seats afterwards, they would
then become their intimate news sources in the new
Legislative Council. Considering all these advantages,
local journalists were willing to be used by their sources
for free publicity.
Of course, reporters' reliance on candidates and
government officials as habitual sources of election news
exposed them to the influence by these sources. In fact,
government officials and candidates were adapting to the
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routines of journalism. They adapted their behavior to the
imperatives of news production. They recognized what events
or statement would appear newsworthy to journalists. For
examples, Henry Litton brought up the issue of press freedom
and Andrew Wong put forward the issue of ministerial system
to draw press attention.
The Structural Lens
The term ethnomethodology in interpretive sociology
means the study of the methods of the people. The use of
rules and routine practices by people, thereby, has become
the central concern of most ethnomethodological studies.
Zimmerman (1970) examined the use of rules for assigning
applicants to intake workers of Public Assistance Office in
America. He observed that from the point of view of the
intake workers and the receptionists, the use of the rule
routinely produced a moving, coordinated, sequenced, orderly
flow of cases. Both the receptionists and intake workers in
the office had practical interests in the trouble-free
development. They considered that they had to manage the
course of world to minimize disruptions and control
departures from routines. In their eyes, their task was to
keep the people moving.
Similarly, this study finds that. in the newsroon
journalists.perceive that their everyday task is to meet the
deadline and keep the newspaper going. They have practical
interest in smooth and speedy newsgathering and editing.
The use of standard routines, thereby, is to get their jot
done in an efficient and orderly flow.
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In brief, in the election newsmaking process,
journalists were bound to make structural considerations,
and those structural constraints did promote a practical way
of judging news occurrences. Through the structural lens,
election happenings that were inside the news net, promoted
by habitual sources, delivered by routine channels and
within the deadline limit were highlighted as news.
7.2 Election Coverage through Structural Lens
Superficial Report and Ad Hoc Explanation
Because of space limitation and deadline pressure,
journalists could not further elaborate candidates'
political views and issue stands. Candidates' platforms were
presented in brief and broad terms, such as supporting
direct election, paying concern to Basic Law drafting,
promoting Sino-Hongkong cooperation, advocating social
reform, etc.. However, journalists did not ask questions
like why candidates supported-direct election and how they
would carry out social reforms. Substantial issues were
missing. The press only provided straight-forward, brief,
and superficial account of the election.
Even the analytical feature stories provided little
political insight. Journalists used ad hoc explanations in
their analysis. Andrew Wong, one of the candidates, accused
reporters of using cheap and easy way to provide bias and
incomplete election analysis. He cited an example of news
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reports about his constituency-- New Territories East. In
his constituency, he was labelled by the press as a city
boy so that he could be distinguished from other rural
candidates. Then the press suggested that there was a
confrontation between the city and the rural and made
detailed accounts of their fight. In Wong's opinion, the
confrontation was merely a construction of the press without
factual basis.
Journalists admitted that their election analyses were
hypothetical and simplified. But they defended themselves by
saying that they were working under great pressure to meet
deadlines. One of them expressed, We are not taking a
whole year to make a scientific report. We are spending a
few hours to produce news for immediate consumption. He
retorted that Mr. Andrew Wong had expected too much from
the press.
On the whole, news analysis on election were immature,
not well thought, and over-simplified.
Passive Reporting
The election news contents show that almost 90% of the
election news belonged to the passive mode (Table 7.2).
Active reporting mode means reporters take the initiative to
dig news. Passive reporting mode refers to that something
happens first, then reporters go to cover the event.
Evidently, the press was very passive in covering the Legco
election.
The passivity of the press can be understood in two
dimensions: news channel and news source.
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Table 7.2: Revortini Mode of the Legco Election Newsgathering
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
8.6%10.1%1.7%1.4%29.9%36.4% 1l.ti%Active
(16)(18)(3)(2)Mode (81)(35)(106)




With regard to news channels, Table 7.3 shows that most
of the election news (over 73% in average) was gathered from
routine channels. Especially in those small news
organizations, journalists highly depended on press releases
and prescheduled events as channels to collect information.
For instance, 94.9% of election stories in Hong Kong Times
was collected from-routine channels. It is evident that
local journalists were subjected to the manipulation of
prescheduled events and press handouts.
Turning to news sources, Table 7.4 shows that
government officials and candidates were the two major
sources of election news. They contributed about 70% of the
total.
Journalists interviewed said they had. tried their best
to avoid being manipulated by candidates and government
officials. However, this researcher finds that their
efforts did not quite materialize. A comparison of the
election news contents with GIS press releases and candidate
handouts shows that government officials and candidates did
successfully shape the timing, amount and themes of election
news stories. Through interviews, press releases and
prescheduled events, candidates and government officials
continuously passed their messages to the press during the
election campaign (see Table 7.5 and Table 7.6).
Table 7.7 supports that the amount of newspaper
coverage followed the election agenda of the government and
the candidates. In the first stage, since the publicity
machines of the government and candidates had not yet
functioned in full scale, the amount of election coverage
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Table 7.3: News Channals of the Legco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Routine
Channels:
5.9% 7.5% 6.7% 8.5% 5.6% 9.4% 8.1%press
conference (22) (18) (22) (15) (11) (18) (17)
3.0% 1.2% 3.9% 5.1% 2.0% 5.3% 4.8%forum
(11) (3) (13) (9) (4) (10) (10)
12.9% 19.9% 9.1% 25.6% 39.8% 20.4% 20.6%press
handouts (48) (48) (30) (45) (78) (39) (43)
(GIS)
8.6% 13.3% 4.2% 8.5% 14.8% 14.1% 15.3%press
handouts (32) (32) (14) (15) (29) (27) (32)
(other
sources)
14.8% 24.1% 18.1% 26.7% 23.0% 23.0% 22.5%non-
spontaneous (55) (58) (60) (47) (45) (44) (47)
event*
4.8% 5.4% 6.3% 8.0% 7.7% 8.4% 10.1%luncheon
speech, (18) (13) (21) (14) (15) (16) (21)
seminar
0.3% 0.4% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4%local
media (1) (1) (2) (0) (0) (0) (3)
0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%news
agency (1) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
(50.6%) (71.8%) (48.9%) (82.4%) (94.9%) (80.7%) (82.7%)
Nonroutine
Channels:
interview 28.7% 19.1% 27.5% 13.1% 4.1% 8.4% 12.9%
(107) (46) (91) (23) (8) (16) (27)
reporter's 14.0% .8.3% 13.0% 1.7% 2.5% 10.5% 3.3%
own (52) (20) (43) (3) (5) (7) (20)
analysis
(42.7%) (27.4%) (40.5%) (14.8%) (4.6%) (18.8%) (16.3%)
Unknown
(6.7X), (0.8X) (10.6%) (2.8%) (0.5X) (0.5%) (1.0X)
Total (372) (241) (331) (176) (196) (191) (209)
Non-spontaneous event refers to on-spot interview at a expected
place and time. Interview refers to personal interview or
telephone interview
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Table 7.4: News Sources of the Legco Election News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
40.7% 29.0% 30.4% 34.1% 32.6% 38.8% 40.3%Candidates
(208) (88) (126) (75) (80) (97) (98)
24.1% 33.2% 25.3% 37.3% 43.5% 32.0% 34.2%Government
(123) (101) (105) (82) (107) (80) (83)Officials
5.7% 9.5% 7.7% 4.1% 5.3% 9.2% 9.1%Spokesmen
of Social (29) (29) (32) (9) (13) (23) (22)
Institutions
3.9% 4.3% 4.8% 8.2% 3.7% 4.8% 2.9%Exco
Legco (20) (13) (20) (18) (9) (12) (7)
Members
2.3% 2.6% 1.9% 1.4% 1.2% 0.4% 0.0%Urbco
D.B. (12) (8) (8) (3) (3) (1) (0)
Members
1.8% 1.3% 3.1% 2.3% 0.8% 1.2% 1.2%Prominent
Individuals (9) (4) (13) (5) (2) (3) (3)
1.6% 3.3% 4.4% 2.7% 2.8% 3.2% 2.9%Political
Groups (8) (10) (18) (6) (7) (8) (7)
1.9% 2.0% 2.4% 2.7% 2.8% 1.6% 1.6%Academics
Students (10) (6) (10) (6) (7) (4) (4)
0.0% 0.3% 0.2% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.4%Electors
Citizens (0) (1) (1) (1) (0) (1) (1)
0.6% 1.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.00Leftist
Sources (3) (3) (1) (0) (0) (2) (0)
11.0% 12.5% 9.2% 5.0% 6.5% 7.6% 6.2%Reporter's
Observation (56) (38) (38) (11) (16) (19) (15)
0.2% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%Others
(1) (0) (2) (0) (1) (0) (0)
6.2% 1.0% 9.9% 1.8% 0.4% 0.0% 1.2%Unknown
(32) (3) (41) (4) (1) '(0) (3)
Total (511) (304) (415) (220) (246) (250) (243)
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Table 7.5: News Channels Used by the Government
SCMP Ming Oriental wing Hong nong la nuilg null nG.L
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
39.5% 47.4% 25.7% 50.6% 65.7% 50.0% 50.6%GIS
(45) (46) (28) (41) (67) (37) (40)
21.9% 26.8% 30.3% 24.7% 23.6% 25.7% 30.3%On the
(25) (26) (33) (20) (24) (19) (24)Spot
Interview
22.8% 10.3% 15.6% 13.5% 2.9% 4.1% 1.3%Interview
(26) (10) (17) (11) (3) (3) (1)
7.9% 6.2% 5.5% 2.5% 2.9% 8.1% 7.6%Press
(9) (6) (6) (2) (3) (6) (6)Conference
4.4% 7.2% 9.2% 6.2% 4.9% 10.8% 7.6%Speech
(5) (7) (10) (5) (5) (8) (6)Seminar
0.8% 0.0% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%Forum
(1) (0) (2) (0) (0) (0) (0)
0.8% 1.1% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3%Local
(1) (1) (2) (0) (0) (0) (1)Media
1.8% 0.0% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 1.3%Reporter's
(2) (0) (9) .(0) (0) (1) (1)Analysis
0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%Leftist
(0) (1) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)Source
0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 2.5% 0.0%. 0.0% 0.0%Unknown
(0) (0) (2) (2) (0) (0) (0)
(114) (97) (109) (81) (102) (74) (79)Total
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Table 7.6: News Channels Used by Candidates
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Dai1v Pao Times Pao Po
Interview 47.8% 26.0% 36.6% 12.5% 5.1% 16.6% 24.7%
(65) (19) (34) (6) (3) (19) (10)
Press 11.0% 26.0% 4.3% 12.5% 25.4% 21.7% 26.0%
Handout (15) (19) (4) (6) (15) (13) (20)
On-spot 13.2% 20.5% 15.0% 29.2% 27.1% 26.7% 18.1%
Interview (18) (15) (14) (14) (16) (16) (14)
Press 7.4% 9.6% 12.9% 20.8% 11.9% 13.3% 13.0%
Conference (10) (7) (12) (10) (7) (8) (10)
Luncheon, 7.4% 6.9% 7.5% 4.2% 6.8% 1.7% 2.6%
Speech, (10) (5) (7) (2) (4) (1) (2)
Seminar
Forum 6.6% 4.1% 10.8% 20.8% 6.8% 16.6% 10.4%
(9) (3) (10) (10) (4) (10) (8)
Local 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.6%
Media (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (2)
GIS 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 16.9% 0.0% 0.0%
(0) (0) (0) (0) (10) (0) (0)
Reporter's 6.6% 6.9% 9.7% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 2.6%
Analysis (9) (5) (9) (0) (0) (1) (2)
Unknown 0.0% 0.0% 3.2% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.0%
(0) (0) (3) (0) (0) (0) (1)
Total (136) (73) (93) (48) (59) (60) (77)
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Table 7.7: Legco Election Coverage in Four Stages
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Election News Space/ News Hole:
Registration 2.0% 1.9% 1.5% 1.1% 1.6% 0.9% 1.1%
Stage
Nomination 6.2% 5.5% 3.7% 1.7% 3.0% 3.3% 3.7%
Stage
Campaign 9.3% 5.7% 3.3% 2.6% 4.2% 4.1% 4.4%
Stage
Voting 14.1% 14.6% 11.1% 11.9% 16.0% 14.8% 11.6%
Review
Stage
Total. 5.4% 4.4% 3.1% 2.1% 3.3% 3.3% 2.8%
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was small. Only 1% to 2% of total local newshole was given
to election news. In the second and third stages, election
coverage increased as the nomination and campaign publicity
intensified. In the final stage, massive news coverage
(about 13% of total local newshole) was devoted to the
election when the whole event was brought to a climax by
government promotion organs.
Supporting the Establishment
Content analysis of the election coverage shows that
candidates with established social or political status
received more news exposure than those infamous candidates.
Appendix XIII and XIV provide evidence that candidates such
as Hilton Cheong-Leen (chairman of the Urban Council), Lau
Wong-fat (chairman of the Heung Yee Kuk), Ho Sai-chu (member
of the CPPCC), Hui Yin-fat (director of the Hongkong Council
.of Social Services), Szeto Wah (president of the Hong Kong
Professional Teachers Union), Martin Lee QC (member of the
Basic Law Drafting Committee), etc. did get habitual access
to the press. Publicly unknown candidates like Wu Siu-wai,
Sit Ho-yin, Chan Yat-tung found it very difficult to gain
access to the news media. In SCM Post, for instance, the
frequency of presence of Szeto Wah was twenty-three while
his infamous competitor, Chan Yat-tung, had only nine.
Another example is Wu Siu-wai, a candidate in teaching
constituency, who had tried hard to get news visibility. He
even conducted a survey on local teachers. However, only a
few newspapers were willing to publish his survey report.
Moreover, his story was published in the corner of the
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bottom page with a small headline. Editors and reporters
obviously-thought Wu was not newsworthy.
Table 7.4 also shows that spokesmen of social
organizations, Executive Councillors, Legislative
Councillors, Urban Councillors, and District Board Members
had more voices in the press, while political groups only
got limited chance to speak up. Another point warrants
attention is that the general public and the electors almost
had no voice in the press.
It is clear that socially or politically powerful
people were perceived as more newsworthy- by the press.
Apparently, journalists saw the importance of following
existing social values. In addition, journalists'
dependence on habitual sources also created a structural
bias in election reporting.
Although the indirect election design was immature and
full of loopholes as suggested by the Hongkong Affairs
Society, the press was not critical about the election.
Many candidates were privately regarded as incompetent by
the journalists. But the press seldom published unfavorable
articles on them (see Table 7.8). Under the pressure of
deadline., journalists seemed to be mild and conservative.
Moreover, their overwhelming reliance on government
officials and candidates as news sources also contributed to
their supportive attitude towards the election.
It is no surprise for Molotch and Lester (1975) to
remark, The media apparently support the powerful, not only
in terms of the content of what is published but also in the




Table 7.8: Favorable and Unfavorable Treatment in Legco Election
News
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times. Pao Po
Favorable
to the
22.0% 23.6% 19.2% 17.1% 26.4% 0.0% 29.6%Election
(64) (46) (52) (25) (47) (0) (55)and the
Candidates
Unfavorable
21.6% 17.4% 17.0% 9.6% 7.3% 1.7% 7.5%to the
(63) (34) (46) (14)- (13) (3) (14)Election
and the
Candidates
56.4% 59.0% 63.8% 73.3% 66.3% 98.3% 62.9%Neutral
(164) (115) (173) (107) (118) (176) (117)




8.1 Professionalism and Election News Construction
Hong Kong is a capitalistic society. Its press system
naturally adopts a system of professional ideology that is
similar to those of many Western capitalistic societies.
Journalism education in Hong Kong also upholds Western style
of journalistic professionalism.
There are four education institutions that provide
journalistic training in Hong Kong: The Chinese University
of Hong Kong, Baptist College, Shue Yan College and KMT-
linked Chu Hai College. As Chan (1981) suggests, local
journalism teachers are Western trained and textbooks are
American produced. No doubt, Western professionalism is the
prevalent ideology in these journalism departments.
Journalism schools in Taiwan also serve as important sources
of manpower. The kind of professional principles taught in
these schools is but a similar brand of Western journalism.
The journalism department of Chi Nan University in Canton,
however, provides a different type of training to a few Hong
Kong students. Since the number of Canton-trained
journalists is so small, they really have no significant
influence on the journalistic community in Hong Kong.
On the whole, through socialization by journalism-
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education and day-to-day- journalistic practice, iu-ai
journalists have adopted the Western professional ideology
of objectivity, social responsibility, and fairness.
Social Responsibility
Referring to the Legco election reporting, journalists
interviewed all mentioned their obligation of informing the
public. They thought it was the mass media's
responsibility to help the public to know more about the
election.
From interviews, this researcher got the feeling that
most of the journalists are politically liberal. They
generally support democratization and social reform. They
share that democratization is good for Hong Kong and thus
the Legco Election is worth promoting. Even journalists of
the leftist press expressed their willingness to support the
democratization program. Claiming their newspaper as the
newspaper for record, SCM Post journalists felt the
obligation to serve the community by documenting the Legco
Election well. Some of its reporters even suggested that
they recorded as well as advocated the event.
Objectivity and Fairness
Objectivity is the soul of Western journalistic
professionalism. Local journalists naturally cherish
objectivity as their guiding light in news reporting.
By our interviewees' definition, objectivity means to
have balance in reporting and sharp separation of fact from
opinion. Journalists stressed that objectivity was
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essential in reporting the Legco Election. In their
opinion, the press should not take side by praising or
attacking any of the candidates. It was necessary to
maintain a balance between the parties taking part in the
contest. They also emphasized that election forecasts
should not damage the fairness of competition. They claimed
that they had strived to be unbiased and not to influence
the election outcome.
Journalists also clung to the fairness doctrine. They
considered that they should let candidates have equal
chances to sell themselves. Therefore, they said they had
tried to offer equal media exposure to every constituency
and every candidate. Although they were not able to give
equal amount of reporting on every constituency as a result
of space limitation, they at least provided equal coverage
for candidates within the same constituency.
SCM Post and Ming Pao were the two newspapers which
heavily emphasized objective reporting and fairness of equal
coverage on candidates. Especially in Ming Pao, not a
single opinion-laden news story was allowed to get..
published. Its reporters revealed that their own viewpoints
and interpretations had never been allowed to influence
their news stories. Each statement in the news stories must
come from reliable source which can be attributed.
Reporters were forced to frequently use quotation marks in
order to let the facts speak for themselves. So their
feature articles on election were informative and narrative-
rather than analytical and interpretative. Ming Pao
reporters called their own news writing as conservative
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reporting. The chief editor of Ming Pao once remarked, Our
newspaper is a prestigious newspaper. We can't make
mistakes. Otherwise we will lose face. For SCM Post, libel
suit was what their executives worried most. One of its
reporters said, We always write under the gun of libel
suit. We have to be careful and objective.
Journalists of Oriental Daily, Sing Pao and Hong Kong
Times also agreed that balanced reporting was important.
However, they seemed to be less concerned about the
principle of giving equal exposure to candidates.
As for the leftist newspapers, their journalists said
they put extra effort to achieve unbiased reporting on the
election. The underlying reason was that they did not want
to create unnecessary misunderstandings. For examples, if
they had printed a biased report on a candidate's issue
position of direct election, it would definitely arouse
speculations on China's attitude on the issue. Or, if they
gave more coverage to a certain candidate, that candidate
would then be associated with having leftist connection.
To sum up, this study finds that professional ideology
imposed constraint on journalists. In the process of making
news decisions, journalists were bound to see things through
a professional lens. It is also found that the professional
creeds of objectivity and fairness have been
institutionalized as organization rules in some newspapers.
SCM Post and Ming Pao were two examples. Journalists in
these news organizations seemed to have internalized these
principles, turning them into characteristics of their own
writing style.
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8.2 Election Coverage through the Professional Lens
In making the election news, journalists were concerned
about how to wrap their stories up to become a
professionally satisfying package.
Qualitative analysis of election contents shows that
candidates were basically fairly treated. With a few
exceptional cases, most candidates were nicely presented. No
radical or malicious attack was made on them.
It is interesting to find that under the principle of
objectivity, no definite winner was spelt out in newspapers'
election forecasts. The journalists' analytical formula
usually ran like this, Candidate A and Candidate B seem to
have more chance to win the seat however, Candidate C may
be a black horse in the race. By using this kind of tactic,
no candidate was deprived of the hope of winning the
election. Of course, this kind of prediction was
meaningless.
One example cited by journalists on objective reportin€
is about an incompetent candidate in Island West
Constituency. In an election forum, that candidate talked
lot of nonsense. However, in order to maintain balance it
reporting, journalists wrote his nonsensical remarks intc
their news stories, along with views from other candidate:
in the same constituency. One of the journalists explained
Comparing his view with other candidates' view, the reader
can make their own judgment of who is talking nonsense.
However, they admitted that insights may be blurred or mad
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unnoticed by this kind of balanced reporting.
SCM Post and Ming Pao made extra efforts to offer equal
coverage to candidates in their news features, though they
were not able to do so in their hard news. Both newspapers
presented a series of Election Countdown features to
introduce the competing candidates. Their presentation
format was to take each constituency as a reporting unit.
Candidates in each unit were ensured with even chances to
air their views.
The leftist reporters tried hard to keep neutral stand
in reporting the election. Table 7.8 shows that 98.3% of
election stories of Ta Kung Pao was neutral in opinion.
Both the political and the commercial press put
emphasis on objective and balanced reporting, though on
different grounds. For the leftist newspapers, they tried
to be objective because they were afraid of creating
political misunderstandings and speculations. They kept a
low profile by presenting just the facts but not the
opinions about the election. For the commercial press,
particularly the elite papers, their concern for objective
reporting arose from the need to (1) keep political
neutrality (2) avoid libel suits and complaints and (3)
attract the largest number of readers.
Tuchman (1977) has suggested that objectivity is a
strategic ritual protecting journalists from the risks of
their trade. Apparently, local journalists also made use of
it to protect themselves from possible blames and to meet
their organizational demands.
Although the professional lens played a role in
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moulding the form of election coverage, the election news
was not free from bias. Firstly, as pointed out in Chapters
5 and 7, under the influence of newspaper partisanship and
structural routines, political and structural biases did
promote favoritism toward certain candidates. Secondly,
equal amount of exposure for the candidates was only a
superficial interpretation of the fairness doctrine. The
real issue was how and why they were portrayed in the news.
Thirdly, journalists only provided equal exposure to
candidates in their feature articles but not in the hard
news. For examples, some candidates were skillful in
creating media events like giving speeches, holding press
conferences, travelling around, and participating in
seminars. Some of those activities eventually became hard
news. Obviously the principle of giving equal coverage to
candidates was hard to follow. As a result, the press can
not achieve fairness even in simple quantitative terms.
Apparently, the professional lens competes with the
other three lenses. It is found to be the weakest in
strength in the case of reporting the election.
One final point is that the professional commitment of
journalists in elite press is much higher than that of
journalists in popular or political press. It suggests that
there may be a positive association between seeking prestige




9.1 Constructing Election Reality through -the Journalistic
Perspective
Chan (1981) maintains that party identification is the
most important component in the journalistic paradigm in
Hong Kong. The opinions of the papers in many issues reflect
their own underlying political stands. This is, to a great
extent, true. But this study finds that the political
factor alone cannot fully account for the media phenomena in
Hong Kong. Findings of this study indicate that apart from
the political factor, the commercial, structural, and
professional factors also play important roles in shaping
local news. In fact,. in the process of making election
news, the four components (political lens, economic lens,
structural lens and professional lens), instead of operating
individually, were functioning simultaneously and
constituting a combined perspective. That specific
perspective is labelled journalistic perspective by this
researcher.
In short, the complex of newspaper partisanship,
commercialism, news production routine, and professional
creeds help journalists develop an institutionalized
perspective to view the outside world. Based' on this
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Perspective, .journalists apply news judgment, make news
selection, and construct social reality. In other words,
events become reality not because of their objective
characteristics, but because of the transformation by the
journalistic perspective.
Through the filtering process of the journalistic
perspective, the election reality in the seven selected
newspapers shares the following features:
(1) The Legco Election was perceived as a race--- It is
found that the commercial press as well as the political
press concentrated on competition among candidates.
Reporters told the readers who was likely to win or lose
in the election and why. They did not tell the readers
which candidates would be better for the community in
terms of their personal characters or policy stands.
(2) The election campaign was treated more as a social
rather than a political activity--- The Legco Election
being the first political election in Hong Kong, local
journalists had no experience in handling such an event.
They were psychologically and professionally unprepared.
They could only invoke their general reporting
experience to deal with the situation. As a result,
journalist treated the election similar to what they did
with other social events. In addition, the leftist
newspapers purposively treated the election as another
ordinary news event. The rightist and the commercial
newspapers were incapable of grasping the substantive
political meaning of the election, and resorted to cover
the election campaign as another common social activity.
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Thus, the Legco Election was not presented in its full
political meanings.
(3) Candidates and activities in functional constituencies
were depicted as more significant and glorious--- There
were so many prominent candidates in functional
constituencies. They were willing to talk and give
information and were also clever at creating media
events and bringing up controversial issues. Naturally
the spotlight was on them. On the other hand, in
electoral colleges, some candidates made under-table
bargaining rather than committed themselves to campaign
events. They were unwilling to devote time to talking
to the media people. So, these candidates were covered
less in the press.
(4) The election competition was among a handful of
prominent people rather than among all the 64 candidates
--- In general, the election coverage concentrated on a
few constituencies and well-known candidates (Appendices
XIII XIV). The teaching, legal, social welfare, and
the Island East constituencies were the hot ones.
There were a lot of big names contesting in these
constituencies. These constituencies therefore captured
overwhelming news coverage. A small number of prominent
candidates like Szeto Wah, Martin Lee, etc. received
far more coverage than other candidates. The win and
lose of these candidates were perceived to be extremely
important, whereas the ups and downs of other candidates
were negligible. These prominent candidates were the
main actors of the election. The others only
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constituted the supporting casts.
(5) Media coverage of the Legco Election belonged to the
candidates and the Government, not to the general public
of Hong Kong--- In the election coverage, candidates
and government officials were major news actors. They
talked and acted. They dominated the election. On the
other hand, voters and the general public seldom got the
chance to have their voice or opinion covered. In
reporting election forums, only what the candidates had
said, not what the audience had asked, was covered in
the press. The citizens and the voters had no place in
this news event.
(6) The Legco Election was described as a successful
election--- Since the press relied on government
officials, Exco and Legco councillors to evaluate the
election,. their remarks were of course favorable.
Quoting those remarks no doubt promoted the success of
the election campaign. Therefore, in the press, the
election seemed to have been smoothly carried out and
have achieved great success.
The above observation shows that the'election realiy of
the press is an incomplete, fragmentary and suface reality
as it has failed to deal with the Legco Election and its
relationship to the political future of Hong Kong.
Moreover, the election reality so constructed tends to
support the powerful, the status quo, as well as the
stability and prosperity of Hong Kong.
Although local journalists' concentration on horse-
racing reporting is one major factors that makes election
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coverage so superficial and incomplete, it may, be arbitrary
to assert that horse-racing election stories are good for
nothing. By nature, election news is boring. Interesting and
exciting election forecasts can attract more readers and
draw public attention to the election. Presentation of
election forecasts and substantial election reports may be
good for readers. But, an obsession with election
competition at the sacrifice of substantial analysis of
candidates' competence is not. Horse-racing election
stories have become the main dish rather than an
appetizer.
However, while compared with election coverage in the
Western press, the proportion of horse-racing election
stories in the local press is. not too high. According to
Amercian studies, almost 60% of the last presidential
electin coverage was about the election game. Here in Hong
Kong, around 40% of the Legco Election coverage was horse-
racing stories. This difference may be due to the
following reasons. First, local candidates lacked election
experience. They were not very skillful in raising
political controversies as the American presidential
candidates did to attract press attention.. Second, Legco
Election was an indirect election. The competition was
behind the closed-doors rather than in front of the public,
making it difficult for the reporters to observe and analyse
the fight. Moreover, Legco candidates considered it not
worthwhile by spending too much time with the media. So,
the election environment was quite different from that in
America. Third, in Hong Kong, there was no election poll.
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In America, public opinion polls intensified the competition
among candidates and pushed the press to predict the winner.
9.2 Press Nature and the Strength of the Lenses
This study finds that press nature does vary the
strength of the components of the journalistic perspective.
Journalists in the leftist newspapers put more emphasis on
the political lens. Journalists in the rightist newspaper
also stress the political lens but manpower and resource
shortage put them in a position to rely heavily on the
structural lens to make news decisions. For the elite
newspapers, journalists put more attention on the
professional lens. They seemed very supportive of the
professional creeds of objectivity and fairness. In the
popular newspapers, the greatest emphasis was on the
economic lens. Readership consideration was a significant
factor influencing their news decision-making.
owing to the ai erenz empnasis puz on tine your ien55,
the seven selected newspapers in this study did shoe
differences in the election coverage. However, the
differences were in minor details and in quantitative rather
than qualitative terms. On the whole, the election coverage
of the seven newspapers showed high uniformity it
substantial aspects such as promoting the success of the
election, concentrating on competition, and simplifying
candidates' platforms.
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9.3 Dynamic Interaction among Lenses
The political lens, economic lens, structural lens and
professional lens analysed in this study are not mutually
exclusive variables in shaping election news. In fact, they
are interlocking components of the journalistic perspective.
They interact with each other and form a specific
perspective to construct the election reality.
In this case study, some interesting findings warrant
attention.
The Unique Role of the Political Lens
Taken at face value, the Legco election coverage is not
characterized by partisan colouring. Compared with other
lenses, the influence of political lens on election
reporting seems to be very limited. But, a deeper analysis
finds the political lens to have played a significant role
in the Legco election reporting ---not for agitation, but
for self-restraint.
Chapter 5 discusses that the partisan consideration of
local newspapers had set the reporting parameter of the
election news. For example, the leftist newspaper had
exercised great control not to show disapproval of the
election program. They had managed their manpower and space
to suit their political objective-- neither advocating nor
ignoring the political reform. Meanwhile, since the
political implication of the Election was not clear, the
rightist and commercial press refrained themselves from
approaching the issue with political sensationalism.
As the political lens exercises restriction on
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"politicizing the Legco Election, the economic lens and
structural lens, then, had the chance to operate freely.
The Active Roles of Economic Lens and Structural Lens
The assistant chief editor of Ta Kung Pao once
remarked, If we consider an issue as. politically
significant, we would mobilize all our possible manpower to
deal with it and would not hesitate to assign considerable
news space for it. He also added that under that
circumstances, all economic considerations (eg. reader's
interest and market competition) would be push aside.
In other words, if the political lens functions as news
promoter, the economic lens and structural lens will play a
less active role. However, in the case of Legco Election,
the political lens played the de-politicizing role
therefore, the economic lens and structural lens were not
under great constraint from partisan influence. So, Ta Kung
Pao reporters were allowed to handle the election from the
reader's angle by presenting a series of election
forecasts to make the election news interesting. In the
case of Hong Kong Times, as the Legco Election news involved
no urgent political struggle, its election reporting was
characterized by the great influence of structurl constraint
(manpower shortage).
Our. case study findings basically confirms that the
economic lens and structural lens have active roles in
election reporting. Local reporters focused their efforts on
election competition for reader-consideration, and had to
deal with routine news sources and news channels to
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accommodate the structural routines.
A point worth discussing is that the economic variable
is inseparable from the structural variable in newsmaking.
They are reinforcing and interlocking with each other.
During the election, if a news organization considerd
election events saleable (like Oriental Daily), more
manpower and space would be devoted to it. Journalists were
given more time and resources to dig up scoops. As a
result, this freed them, at least temporarily, from the
influence of habitual news sources and channels. However,
if a news organization regarded the election as not
marketable (like Sing Pao), manpower and budget control
would be strictly controlled. Journalists would be forced
to use more press releases rather than work on potential
exclusives.
Through the Legco case study, it is found that the way
which the economic lens and the structural lens influenced
local newsmaking was similar to that in Western newsmaking.
In other words, once the economic lens and structural lens
are not suppressed by partisan considerations, they operate
in the same way as they do in the West.
The Humble Role of Professional Lens
By nature, the professional lens and political lens are
somewhat in conflict. Professional lens seeks objective and
fair reporting while political lens takes care of party
interest. This study shows that newspaper partisanship
promoted favoritism towards certain candidates. Political
bias in election stories has also been found. The
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professional ideal of objectivity was not fully achieved.
In other words, the professional lens was under the
suppression of the political lens. In fact, so long as
local newspapers are demarcated by political partisanship,
news distortion and promotion would be inevitable. Since
the political factor is so strong in influencing local
newsmaking, the professional variable can hardly play an
active role. Maybe this is the reason why journalistic
professionalism cannot enjoy its full importance here in
Hong Kong as it does in Western countries.
Findings of this study also shows that most of our
sampled newspapers, the popular press in particular, put
economic consideration before professional creeds. While
most owners of the local press are profit-oriented, it is
inescapable that in news decision-making, marketing and
readership considerations are more influential than
principles of social responsibility and objectivity. The
professional lens suffers greatly from the constraint of the
economic lens.
The local press is very passive due to its dependence
on structural routines such as habitual news sources and
channels. Ample evidence suggested that journalists'
structural lens promoted structural bias (e.g. favorable to
well-known candidates). The fairness doctrine of news
reporting is seriously undermine. It indicates that the
professional variable of newsmaking is also under the
pressure of structural constraint.
The interaction of the four lenses discussed above is
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limited to the case of Legco Election. This researcher
suspects that the nature of news issue may vary such
interaction among the four lenses. Although this researcher
hesitates to generalize the interaction analysed-above to
all news events, it seems confident to conclude that
professionalism generally plays a humble role in local news
decision-making, 'whereas the political factor in local
newsmaking is far more salient. These features may
constitute the two unique characteristics which distinguish
the local newsmaking mechanism from that in other foreigh
countries.
9.4 Discussion: The Future Trend of Newsmaking in Hong Kong
At present, Hong Kong is in a political transition
period. The transfer of control from a colonial regime to a
communist regime no doubt exerts striking impact on the
local press. Hence, the future trend of newsmaking.in Hong
Kong is an interesting topic for further discussion.
With the proposed analytical model, this researcher
wants to project the future roles which the political,
economic, structural, and professional lenses might play in
local newsmaking.
The Fading Tune of Political Lens
As Hong Kong is due to return to China as a special
administrative zone in 1997, the conventional political
positions of the local newspapers are being affected. The
political factor that influences newsmaking becomes more
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subtle and complicated.
Lee and Chan (1985) have suggested that in the
political transition, the Hong Kong press has to go through
adjustment so that it can accommodate to the new political
structure which is due to the rising of dhinese political
power and the ebbing of the British' one. Given this
paradigm shift they argue that the ideological field of
media has donsiderably narrowed: the centra:ist and rightist
journalistic paradigms have leveled their differences the
ultra-leftist paradigm has gradually been moderated, whereas
the ultra-rightist paradigm can only operate within its set
parameter.
Findings of our Legco study basically confirm their
observation, though with some minor variations.
It is found that leftist newspapers have become
moderate. Our Legco study shows that they had exercised
great constraint not to display their disapproval of the
election. According to reporters of Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei
Po, the major task of the leftist press at the moment is to
maintain the social as well as the financial stability and
prosperity of Hong Kong. They are' striving to accomplish
their political task of fostering the peaceful transition.
They would avoid.stirring the political dust and stimulating
the nerves of the Hong Kong people.
On the other hand, from our election study, we can see
the rightist press (Hong Kong Times) is in a state of
political impotence. It is unable to air any strong
political'-views. Its assignment editor told this researcher
that this newspaper has to seek political survival in the
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future years. It has determined to continue its operation
beyond 1997. However, its tough-line policy may soften or
be flexibly adjusted provided that the change would not
exceed its baseline: persisting its political stand of anti-
communism and not violating the interest of Hong Kong
people. Nevertheless, one point is sure: Hong Kong Times
will no longer be a radical newspaper in Hong Kong.
For the commercial newspapers, findings of this study
indicate that they are lost in their attempt to find a
political direction. This does not agree with Lee and Chan's
(1986) observation that they have already found a solution.
According to the interviewees, the prime concern of the
publishers of the commercial press is to keep on doing
business after 1997. They also want to enjoy the present
press freedom and maintain the political autonomy of Hong
Kong. How can these goals be met without offending China?
The answer has not yet been found. Many media bosses and
senior editorial staff in the commercial press, the Chinese
press in particular, are politically ignorant. They are
incapable of making prompt political decisions. Their
political orientations toward Beijing still fluctuate.
Blueprint for future news decision-making has not yet been
designed. At present, their editorial policy is
inconsistent and conservative as a result of the political
uncertainty. In fact, self-restriction has been developed
as a strategy to protect themselves.
This researcher does agree with Lee and Chan's analysis
that the one country, two systems concept has become a
dominant, irreversible ideology, to which the local press
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has to be adjusted accordingly. In the foreseeable future,
all commercial papers will eventually exercise some form of
political self-censorship--- by either softening their
critical stand on China or even defecting to the Communist
camp. However, since these papers are based in Hong Kong,
under permissible conditions they would still try to
maximize local autonomy and fight for the local interest.
Otherwise, they will lose their readers. The rightist paper
would play a more and more insignificant role in the local
journalistic scene. Whereas the leftist papers would
continue to contribute. their effort to the realization of
the one country,. two systems scheme.
Hence, in the forthcoming years, local journalists have
to fall back on their news organizations' political lens for
news judgment. However, the political lens only functions
in the way to set permissible limit for newsmaking but not
to politicize or promote news events as in the old days.
In other words, the political lens will be functioning
latently. On the surface, the tune of the lens will become
soft and the political color in news products will be
gradually minimized. Underneath, more and more political
calculation would be exercised by journalists while making
news decisions.
The Prominent Role of Economic Lens
In the case of Legco election reporting, it is correct
to say that the commercial component of the journalistic
perspective was even more influential than the political
component. Both leftist and rightist papers have begun to
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put more stress on commercial consideration. The case of
the commercial press is even more obvious. The trend of
growing commercialization in the local press seems very much
alive.
Under the spirit of one country, two systems, leftist
papers in Hong Kong are permitted to accept the capitalist
practice of treating news as commercial product. Maximizing
profit is no more an ugly goal. As news is produced for
consumption, market considerations cannot be neglected. It
is commonly known that Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po have been
involved in fierce competition of selling advertising space.
In addition,. in the period of political transition,
leftist newspapers are instructed to expand their influence
in the community. Readership enhancement then becomes an
essential task. In order to achieve this goal, the first
step is to minimize political elements in their news. The
next thing to do is to woo readers by satisfying their needs
and wants. Hence, Ta Kung Pao has recently added youth
column and horse-race column to attract additional
readers. Wen Wei Po has strengthened its business reporting
and sports news to boost circulation. Readers' tastes have
become important considerations in the press.
The commercial papers and the rightist paper have
refrained from criticizing China too harshly for various
reasons. Their political reports thus become uncritical and
lack insight. The Legco election coverage is a prominent
example. It was handled as social news rather than political
news. The political implications of the election were not
explored. China's irritation on the political reform
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program was seldom touched on. Surely, these superficial
news stories can no more capture the interest of those
readers who look for independent political views and
insights. In addition, several anti-Communist columns in
the commercial press have been dropped or toned down (Leung,
1986). The readers are further disappointed. In order to
stop the declining. trend of circulation, increased emphasis
on consumer news is the rescue plan for readership
maintenance. News focus seems to shift to less political
topics such as objectionable publications and bus-fare
increases. With respect to the Legco election reporting,
the election's .horse-race aspect was emphasized to hold
the attention of the readers. Many commercial papers are
now strengthening their feature pages of entertainment,
sports, horse-racing, fiction and citizen's complaints to
attract readers.
In sum, because of the changing social and political
environment, the economic component would become more and
more significant in local newsmaking.
The Passive Press by Structural Lens
A disturbing phenomenon showed by the Legco study is
the passivity of the Hong Kong press. Findings indicate
that local journalists have adopted a passive reporting
mode. They seldom take the initiative to dig up news and
make analysis. Instead, they wait for news events to
happen, then they go to cover them. As a result, they open
themselves to manipulation and pseudo-events become news.
A vital question is that who has the ability to arrange
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"news events and has the habitual access to news media?
This study shows that the powerful (e.g. government
officials, prominent figures, Exco Legco members,
spokesmen of legitimate institutions) with the ability to
create pseudo-events and provide suitable information could
obtain routine access to the press. In other words, the
reliance of the press on press releases and prescheduled
events exposes itself to manipulation by news sources. And
this phenomenon will most likely continue in the coming
years since there is no sign that there will be any change
in the present newsgathering structure.
Moreover, the prominent role of the GIS in local
newsmaking could not be neglected. This study finds that GIS
is one of the news channels frequently used for
newsgathering. In a local- study of press treatment of
government news, So (1982) writes:
The Government is quite successful to
incorporate the press as its distribution
network to reach the public. About 50% of the
GIS news items are reported in the press.
Positioning of the news can not be regarded
as bad. In terms of the distribution of
contents and the editorial control exercised
by the press on government news, government
information can be said to have faithfully
been reported by the press.
Following this analysis, the Hong Kong government
through GIS, has an invisible hand in the operational
routines of the local press. After 1997, the present GIS
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will most likely become the organ of the future government
of the Special Administrative Region. The local press will
run the risk of becoming the servant of the Hong Kong
People's Government, appendixed to the Beijing regime.
In fact, the local branch of Xinhua News Agency has
already accommodated itself to the local journalistic
practice by giving press briefings and holding press
conferences to disseminate information. Many local
journalists, the Sing Pao reporters in particular, observed
that their newspapers have published more and more news
releases from the leftist agencies and sources.
If the present structure of newsgathering 'and news
production continues, the press in Hong Kong may eventually
give up its role as a watchdog of the government.
Professional Lens under Suppression
Morris Janowitz (1975) has proposed two professional
models in journalism: the gatekeeper and the advocate. In
interviews,, local journalists appeared to share the outlook
of the gatekeeper rather than the advocate.
In Legco election reporting, local journalists
cherished the ideal of objectivity and the doctrine of
fairness. They were also aware of their social obligation of
informing the public. However, evidence shows that their
professional ideology was not strong enough in resisting
organizational pressures.
If professional principles are in accord with
organizational policies, they are allowed to be applied. For
instance, objective reporting is embraced by Ming Pao
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reporters because it suits their organizational policy of
maintaining political neutrality. If professional
principles are in conflict with news organizations' goals or
interests, they would be pushed aside. For example, Sing
Pao reporters had to give'up their responsibility of better
informing their readers of the historic election because of
commercial consideration. Journalists in the leftist press
were bound to offer more favorable coverage to leftist
candidates. Obviously, professional ideology is under great
pressure from all sorts of organizational constraints.
According to Janowitz, journalists in the United States
are more concerned with their professional autonomy than
with any mechanism for auditing their performance. In Hong
Kong, journalists' awareness of professional autonomy is not
as high as that of their Western counterparts. Professional
autonomy can be understood as having the right of telling
the story as a journalist sees it (Lieber, 1964:18). But
local journalists are obliged to the control of their
organizations that their autonomy is undermined. In
addition, local journalists generally enjoy low professional
status because of their poor professional competence. One of
the causes of the poor standard in local journalism can be
attributed to the low-salary policy set by the media bosses.
The field has failed to attract or hold many outstanding
people to continue their careers in journalism.
As local journalists have received Western style
journalism training, professionalism will continue to be a
prevalent ideology in the journalistic field. Journalists
will still use the professional lens for news judgment.
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However, under the dominance of the political, economic, and
structural constraints, journalistic professionalism will be
facing increasing pressure.
In brief, the above analysis suggests a gloomy prospect
for local press freedom. Since professional autonomy of
local journalists 'is little low, it is unlikely they can
resist the political pressure imposed on them. In addition,
the passive nature of the local press also easily exposes
itself to manipulation by political elites. It could be
predicted that, in the coming years, local press will
concentrate on providing basic social information for the
public. Analysis on controversial political issues in the
news will be kept to a minimum. Commercialism, however, may
dominate the journalistic field.
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Appendix 1 The Legislative Uouncil Election Vampalgn
The Legislative Council Election was held in 1985. The
election can be divided into four stages. The first is the
stage of registration, from April 4 to July 1. The second
is the stage of nomination, from July 2 to August 20. The
third is the stage'of campaign, from August 21 to September
25. The final one is the stage of voting and review, from
September 26 to October 3.
The Stage of Registration
The first phase of the registration of electors began
on April 15, and ended on May 6, with only 46% of the total
eligible electors registered themselves as electors. The
news media said the low registration rate showed the
indifference of the public toward the indirect election.
The period for late registration was between June 21
and July 1. This time, the government publicized it more
widely and in greater details. Even the Governor, Sir
Edward Youde, came forward to call on all eligible voters to
register.
Despite all the publicity and attempts at persuasion,
some organizations and individuals continued to decline to
register for the Legco elections. As a result, only 68% of
the eligible electors had registered when the electoral roll
was officially closed on July 1. The total stood at 47,869
(Appendix XV). In the electoral colleges, the registration
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rate was near one hundred per cent. In the functional
constituencies, the registration rate was far lower. The
education constituency marked the record with 34,501 members
registered. It shared 73% of the total registered voters in
the functional constituencies.
The Stage of Nomination
Once voter registration was completed, attention turned
to the electoral regulations and nomination of candidates.
In mid-July,.a set of rules governing Septembers's elections
to the Legislative Council was published. In the electoral
colleges, repeated ballots were held to find a winner in the
event of a tie. In the functional constituencies, the
system was preferential voting. Mr. Peter Tsao, the
Secretary for Administrative Services and Information said,
One election-two systems was an attempt to ensure the
return of a 'consensus candidate' (SCMP, July 18, 1985).
Yet, the above voting-counting systems invited a lot of
criticism. The Hong Kong Affairs Society said the
preferential voting system proposed by the Government
contained a serious flaw and would not ensure fairness. The
society urged the Government to change the system.
Otherwise, they warned, there might be a possibility that
none of the candidates would have the absolute majority of
all the votes cast in the functional constituencies (SCMP,
August 2, 1985). On the other hand, candidates in the
electoral colleges complained that combining the two or more
districts under one roof and at the same time allocating
only one Legco seat to the constituency was unfair to the
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small district with fewer members.
Loopholes on vote-counting system was covered heavily
in all news media, however, the authority said the overall
package was acceptable and changes in rules for elections
were impossible (SCMP, August 4, 1985).
Shortly afterwards, another incident drew full
attention of the news media. A decision was made by the
Chinese Manufacturers Association to ban its staff from
taking part in the September elections. It aroused angry
reaction from the public but nothing the Government could do
since it was not illegal.
While this controversy died down, more and more
candidates expressed their wish to join the contest. An
increasing number of press conferences were called by
candidates to announce their platforms, and verbal duels
were beginning to take place between rival campaign camps.
On the Government's side, massive publicity campaign on
the coming elections was launched by several departments.
While the City and New Territories Administration (CNTA) was
responsible for the campaign in the electoral colleges, the
Registration and Electoral Division and the Government
Information Services (GIS) was to take care of similar
publicity work in the functional constituencies (SCMP, July
18, 1985).
The nomination of candidates started on August 2 and
ended on August 20. During this period, reporters were
located in the nomination centre to interview candidates who
handed in their forms personally.
Seven pressure groups were worried that the indirect
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elections would introduce malpractice like back-door
bargaining and favoritism. They wanted candidates to
publicize their platforms, not only to their electors, but
also to the public. Public forums were also urged to be
organized.
When the nomination period closed, 64 candidates had
thrown down the challenge to contest 24 newly-created seats
in Legco. Six sure-win candidates faced no opposition
contestants in their constituencies. They were Stephen
Cheong, pro-Beijing businessman Ho Sai-chu, leftwing labour
union chief Tam Yiu-chung, his rightwing counterpart Pang
Chun-hoi, banker David Li and Provisional Region Council
member Lau Wong-fat.
Sure-win candidates from left-leaning organizations-
-- Ho Sai-chu from the Chinese General Chamber of Commerce
and Tam Yiu-chung, a vice-president of the powerful
Federation of Trade Unions--- were reported to be motivated
by the pro-China forces to grab a firm hold in Hongkong's
law-making body.
The Stage of Campaign
Legislative Council candidates prepared their campaign
strategies following the close of nominations. They moved
into top gear of lobbying target voters. It was reported
that lobbying in the election colleges had upset district
board member who said friendship and working relationships
had been seriously undermined.
During the campaign period, there were a lot of forums,
seminars and public debate between rival candidates. Some
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were organized by CNTA some were held by institutions of
the functional constituencies.
Media coverage on candidates' backgrounds, campaign
strategies and chances of winning was intensified as the
Election Day drew near.
The Stage of Voting and Review
On the Election Day, September 26, news media assigned
most of their reporters to poll stations and vote-counting
centres to cover the historic event.
Apart from the six candidates who had been elected
uncontested, the remaining 54 candidate's were competing for
18 Legco seats. Through varied media channels, government
officials made a last minute appeal for people to turn out
and vote.
Polling was smooth 'throughout the day without any
incidents. Candidates of eight out of the 11 electoral
college had to go through more than one round of election
before the winners emerged. Only three of the 409 eligible
electors of electoral colleges did not show up to cast their
votes. In the case of functional constituencies, 57.6% of
eligible voters cast their votes. Observers said nearly all
the winners were political moderates (Appendix II).
Although the government regarded the election as a
successful step towards the development of representative
government in Hong Kong, some political commentators
expressed disappointment over the low voter turnout in this
first Legco elections. A Chinese University lecturer in
government and public administration, Mr. Jeremiah Wong,
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said the 57.6% voter turnout rate in functional
constituencies was a bit low because most of the eligible
voters were intellectuals and professional people who are
supposed to be more concerned about politics (SCMP,
September 28, 1985). Other analysts pinned the blame for
widespread public lack of interest squarely on the fact that
only 1% of the population are classified as eligible voters
under the indirect elections concept.
Frustrated losers claimed the election was unfair and
warned that it would hurt future co-operation in district
boards. They also said the voting was not rational. There
were friendship votes and a lot of political .string-
pulling behind the scenes.
Chinese government steered clear of any public comment
on the,election. Privately, however, Beijing officials here
have expressed reservations about where it might lead. The
election, noted the semi-offical China News Service, was
another major step of the Hongkong government to push for a
representative government during the transition period to
1997 (Wong, 1985:8). Just a few days after the election,
Xu Jiatun, director of the local branch of the Xinhua News
Agency, refused the press' request to comment on the event.
He simply said, It is a British exercise. I don't want to
comment on it (Oriental Daily, September 29, 1985).
. On the Government's side, officials concluded the
election by saying :the whole exercise and the program of
political reform would be reviewed in 1987.
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Appendix III: Government Agenda on Legislative Council
Election in 1985
Initial registration period forApril 15-- May 6
electors.
The enactment of Corrupt and IllegalMay 15
Practices (Amendment) Bill 1985
applies also to the Legco Elections.
Maximum level of election expenses iE
set.
A provisional register for the LegcoJune 21-- July 6
elections is released for public
inspection.
Late registration period for electors.June 21-- July 1
Vote-counting systems for LegcoJuly 17
elections are announced.
Candidates nomination forms areJuly 26
available. Government Gazette formally
declares September 26, 1985, as the
date for holding the first Legislative
Council Election.
Final register of electors isAugust 2
published. Legco elections polling
station lists are published.
August 2 -August 20 Nomination of candidates
Deadline for candidates to withdrawAugust 21
from the election.
August 23 Deadline for appointment of election
agents.
August 30 Government Gazette formally publishes
the list of candidates.
September 6 Appointments of election agents made
by candidates are published in the
Government Gazette.
September 9 Poll cards informing electors where
and when to cast their votes are
delivered.
September 16 The Registration and Electoral
Division sents leaflet forms which
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explain the voting system and other
basic information to electors to help
them to vote. Letters written by Mr.
Peter Tsao are also sent to electors
to urge them to exercise wheir civic
duty.
Press briefing on arrangements forSeptember 23
media coverage on Election Day.
Election Day (polling hours from 9September Zb
a.m. to 9 p.m.)
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South China Morning Post1
Ming Pao Daily2
Oriental Daily News3













































District Board Member or Urban Councillor6




11 reporter (by his own observation)
12 others
13 unidentified source
27-28 13 News Source (II):
ibid.
29-30 14 News Source (III):
ibid.






6 leftist news agency
7 local media
8 on the spot interview
9 luncheon, speech or seminar
10 reporter's own analysis or revision
11 unknown channel
33-34 16 News Channel (II):
35-36 17 News Channel (III):
ibid.
37 18 Reporting Mode:
1 active (the reporter takes the
initiative of digging news)
2 passive (something happens, then the
reporter goes to cover the
event)
38 19 General Direction of Coverage:









NA ThAmA (I'39-43 20
Game:
(1) Showing interest in joining the
contests:
potential candidates are seeking01
supports
02 potential candidates are planning
stategies
potential candidates have not made03
up their mind yet
(2) Announcement of running the04
election






10 (5) Election strategy.
(6) Competition among candidates11
(7) Accessment of winning chance12
(8) Conflict among candidates13
(9) Election result (winning or losing):
the outcome14







vote buying and feasting20




23 unf air competition
24 under-table transaction
25 closed doors election
26 limited access to the election
27 bad election procedures
28 suggestion for change on election
procedure







33 public service record
34 capability of being a councillor




37 Sino-Hongkong relation: cooperation
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38 Sino-Hongkong relation: confrontation
39 supporting the Sino-British Agreement
40 urging for direct election
41 conservative attitude towards direct
election
42 political development should be
convergent with Basic Law
43 Exco is accountable to Legco
44 ministerial system
45 other discussion on political
development
46 favorable to party politics
47 netural stand on party politics
48 advocacy of democracy and ask for
responsible government
49 concern on Basic Law drafting
50 Hong Kong economy and industry
51 social reform
52 others
(3) Election and political development in
Hong Kong:
53 review of the political development
and election in 1987
54 the new Legco
55 asking for direct election by public
56 suggestion of gradual change in
political system
57 history and background of the Legco
(1) Appeal for participation:
58 appeal for electrate registration
59 appeal for nominatiion of candidates




63 neutral (factual report)
(3) Nomination of candidates:
64 satisfactory
65 unsatisfactory




69 netural (factual report)
(5) Forum:
70 forum schedule






Campaign Activities and Election Routines:
44-48 21 News Theme (II):
ibid.
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49-53 22 News Theme (III):
ibid.
54 23 News Theme (1) in trier or in Lezaii.:
1 brief
2 detailed
55 24 News Theme (II) in Brief or in Detail
ibid.
56 25 News Theme (III) in Brief or in Detail
ibid.
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Appendix VI: Letter to Candidates
Lee Yuet Lin
Department of Journalism Communication





I am a graduate student of the Department of journalism.
Communication of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. At
present I am conducting an academic research project on the
Legislative Council Election Campaign. I hope you can
provide me the copies of all your platform booklets, letters
and press releases which you have sent to your electorate and
the newsmen. These materials will be used in my thesis.
I know you are very busy at the moment but I sincerely
hope you can offer me the help and send me the related
information before the Electiion Day (September 26,1985). Your
kindness is very much appreciated.





Should you wish to contact me, I can be reached at 0-6352642
or 0-6352640.
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Appendix VII: Coding on Candidates
Candidates Presence (1) Favorable (1) Alone (1) or
























16. Dr. Conrad Lam
17. Liu Koon-sing
Kowloon City:
18. Peter C.K. Chan
19. Pao Ping-wing
20. Dr. Daniel The
Shamshuipo:
21. Ambrose Cheung Wing-sum
22. Shung Pui-lam
South Kowloon:
23. Mrs Chan Yuen Yin-hung








































52. Dr. Chiu Hin-kwong









60. Henry Litton QC




63. Dr. Raymond Ho
64. Tao Liang-te
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Appendix VIII: Form for Collecting Name Lists of
Journalists






2. The name.of the assignment editor in local news division:
3. Who is responsible for the plan of gathering the election
news?
4. Reporters involved in covering the election:













Appendix IX: Profile of Interviewees
Year of Education SexNewspapers Posts of
Interviewees Journalistic
Experience
Ta Kung Pac (1) Assistant Editor- over 10 N M
in-chief
(2) Senior Reporter 6 CU M
(3) Reporter. 1 HKU F
Wen Wei Po (1) Editor 7 N M
(2) Assignment Editor 8 HKU M
*CNU(3) Senior Reporter 4 F
(4) Senior Reporter 2 BT M
*CHHong Kong (1) Assignment Editor 5 M
Times *CH(2) Senior Reporter 7 M
*CH(3) Reporter 2 F
South China (1) Assignment Editor 10 BT M
Morning Post *BT(2) Reporter (pol. desk) 5 M
(3) Reporter (pol. desk) 6 *HKU BT M
Ming Pao (1) Assistant Assignment over 10 *SY M
Daily News Editor
*CU(2) Senior Reporter 3 M
*SY(3) Reporter 1 F
Oriential (1) Senior Editor over 10 *NTNU M
Daily News *NCU(2) Assistant Assignment 9 M
Editor
*CU(3) Senior Reporter 3 M
(4) Reporter *SY2 F
Sing Pao *BT(1) Assignment Editor 9 M
Daily News (2) Reporter *CU2 F
(3) Reporter N M
Notes:
* Professional Training
HKU: The University of Hong Kong
CU: The Chinese University of Hong Kong
BT: The Baptist College
CH: The Chu Hai College
SY: The Shue Yan College
NTNU: The National Taiwan Normal University (Taipei)
NCU: The National Chengchi University (Taipei)
CNU: The'Chi Nan University (Canton)
N: No College Education
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Appendix X: Interview Questionnaire
1. How many reporters and editors are in your newsroom?
2. Do you consider the Legco Election a big news event?
Why?
3. How many journalsts in your newspaper were assigned to
cover the election stories? How did the division of labour
system work?
4. Did your newspaper generally play up or play down the
election stories? Why?
5. Had your newspaper any specific policy or strategy on
reporting the election?
6. Which groups of people are your readers? What do they like
to read?
7. Do you think your readers are interested in those election
stories?
8. While you were reporting the election campaign, did you
take the needs and expections of your readers into
consideration?
9. Do you think the election news is sellable/marketable?
10. How about the competition between your newspaper and other
newspapers on election reporting?
11. In your opinion, what is the politicl stance of your
newspaper?
12. Did your newspaper's political stance influence the
selection and treatment of election news? In which way?
13. Were those election stories you covered assigned by your
superior or initiated by yourself?
14. Which kinds of election stories were considered
newsworthy? Were there any guiding principles?
15. Please talk about your news sources on election reporting.
Which sources did you frequently contact? Do you feel you-
were used by them?
16. Which channels did you frequently use to collect election
stories?
17. Did you ever cover election forums? Why?
18. Were you free to choose the angles while writing the
election stories?
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19. Were any of your election stories rejected or heavily
edited? For what reasons?
20. What were the difficulties in reporting the election?
21. In your view, did manpower and space set limitation on
election coverage?
22. Why was the coverage of the functional constituencies more
than those from the electoral colleges?
23. Why did some candidates get more favorable coverage in your
newspaper?
24. Please discuss the concept of objectivity and fairness in
election reporting.
25. Why were the election stories in your newspaper presented
in certain format on certain pages?
26. What is your opinion on horse-racing stories?
27. According to your newspaper's definition, what is news?
28. What is the general attitude of your newspaper towards
government press releases?
29. Discuss the autonomy in your newsroom.
30. Given partisanship, commercial consideration, manpower,
news space and newsgathering constraints, which one do you
think is the dominant factor influencing the election news






5. years in the journalism
6. _ years with the present news organization
7. Post:
8. General reporter, or beat reporter specialized it
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Appendix XI: Average Issue Readership in 1985
ReadershipNewspapers Read Yesterday
1,640,000*Oriental Daily News
847,000*Sing Pao Daily News
408,000*Ming Pao Daily News
249,000Hong Kong Daily News
227,000Tin Tin Daily News
216,000*South China Morning Post
182,000Sing Tao Jih Pao
135,000Wah Kiu Yat Pao
134,000Hong Kong Express
123,000Sing Tao Wan Pao
71000Hong Kong Economic Journal
61,000Hong Kong Commercial Daily
59,000*Wen Wei Po





Source: SRH Media Index 1985
* Newspapers studied in this thesis
4 The Hong Kong Times is not included in the top seventeen.
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Appendix XII: Newspaper Year Revenue in 1985
Year RevenueNewspaper
156,697,000*Oriental Daily News
113,564,000*South China Morning Post
78,548,000*Sing Pao Daily News
77,789,000*Ming Pao Daily News
58,099,000Sing Tao Jih Pao
32,307,000Sing Tao Wan Pao
23,907,000Hong Kong Daily News
20,953,000Tin Tin Daily News
19,699,000Wah Kiu Yat Pao





6,173,000The New Evening Pao
5,774,000Hong Kong Commercial Daily News
5,278,000Ming Pao Evening News
4,342,000Financial Daily
3,135,000Ching Pao Daily News
336,000Wah Kiu Man Pao
*Hong Kong Times
Source: Hong Kong Adex
* Newspapers studied in this thesis.
# The Hong Kong Times is not included.
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Appendix XIII: Frequency of Presence of Candidates in runctionai
Constituencies
SCMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei









































10 5 7 2 3 4
4
354310410
7 4 4 3 2 6 5
13 5 8 1 2
7 5
3232537
9 4 9 3 3 4 5
3212206
5 8 9 2
3 2 4
6412866
16 5 10 4 3 6 8
784512718
21 21 12 5 5 9 8
445310410
10 4 9 3 5 4 4
8911510818
23 9 16 8 5 11 10
109559715
16 5 10 6 6 7 7
4653629
15 3 11 2 4 6 8
756312620
22
6 12 3 5 9 8
43338510
12 5 8 4 4 4
4
33335410
318 127 222 85 101
139 142
Annpndi XIV: Frequency of Presence of Candidates in Electoral Colleges
3CMP Ming Oriental Sing Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei
Pao Daily Pao Times Pao Po
Urban Council:
20 3 10 5 4 6 7Elsie Elliott Tu




S 2 12 1 1 2 5Lau Wong-fat
Hongkong Island
East:
7 3 9 1 3 5 3Albert Cheung
10 4 9 2 4 5 4Chum Ting-pong
11 4 9 1 4 5 5Kwan Lim-ho
13 4 11 2 4 5 7Peggy Lam
8 8 12 2 5 7 8Lee Yu-tai
7 1 5 1 2 5 3Lee Kwong-lam
Hongkong Island
West:
13 4 8 4 4 5 6Keith Lam
8 3 8 3 5 5 7Liu Lit-for
q 4 7 4 5 5 5Anthony Ng
Kwun Tong:
9 4 8 2 5 5 4Cheng Kwan-suen
8 3 5 2 5 5 4Li Wah-ming
q 5 2 5 5 4Poon Chi-fai
Wong Tai Sin:
8 3 4 2 4 3 3Conrad Lam
7 3 4 2 4 3 3Liu Koon-sing
Kowloon City:
8 4 15 2 5 4 4Peter Chan
9 3 9 2 5 34Pao Ping-wing
8 3 10 3 5 3 5Daniel Tse
Shamshuipo:
7 4 5 2 4Ambrose Cheung
7 4 5 2 4 4 2Shung Pui-lam
South Kowloon:
7 3 4 2 5 4 5,.Chan Yuen Yin-hung
7 3 6 3 6 4 6Chan Chai-keung
5 3 4 2 4 4 4Chan Lai-sang
6 3 5 3 6 4 5Ip Kwok-chung
New Territories
East:
Liu Ching-leung 9 3 7 2 4 4 3
Pang Hang-yin
12 3 6 3 6 4 4Andrew Wong
R R 5 2 5 4 2Stephen Wong
to be continued
11 3 7 3 6 4 5
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S 3 6 2 5 4 2
Wai Hon-leung
New Territories
West: 6 3 8 1 2 3 2
Man For-tai 4 3 5 1 3 3 2
Sit Ho-yin 4 3 7 1 4 3 2
Alfred Tso
7 3 9 2 4 3 3
Tai Chin-wah




9 .5 7 4 7 4
Ho Tung-ching 9 5 8 4 6 .4 6
Lam Wai-keung 8 5 7 4 5 5 5
Richard Lai
339 138 290 91 170 164 166
Total


